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Executive Summary
HARBOR SUBDIVISION TRANSIT ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

In 1992, the former Los Angeles County Transportation Commission (LAcrq purchased the majority of
the Harbor Subdivision, the mainline of the former Atchison Topc:ka & Santa Fe Railw:ay (ATSF or Santa
Fe) ~tween downtown Los Angeles and the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. As part of that
agreement, ATSF retained the right to provide freight rail servia on the portion of the line owned by the
LAcre, and LAcre retained the right to operate passenger service on the line. Today, the Burlington
Northern Santa Fe Railway (BNSF), the succ('ssor railroad to the ATSF, still operates freight trains on the
line, although the total is a small fraction of what it was at Ute time of the purchase. Neither LACfC nor
its successor agency, the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro), ran any
passenger service on the line. The line studied appears as Figure £5.1 on the following page.

With this analysis, Metro has attempted to investigate the feasibility of the potential deployment of various
transit modes on its portion of the Harbor Subdivision. The attempt has been to make use of as much of
the 26.36-mile right-of-way as may be practical, realizing that some sections of the line run through
primarily industrial land uses. In all, six different transit service alternatives were investigated. The
potential environmental constraints for the alternatives were identified and rough order-of-magnitude
ridership and costs were estimated. Thirteen potential station locations along the Harbor Subdivision also
were preliminarily assessed. Should Metro decide to pursue transit operations on the Harbor Subdivision,
a more detailed costing, ridership modeling and environmental analysis would be necessary. Discussions
also would need to take place with the BNSF.

During the course of this analysis, there were some discussions of the analysis's purpose with selected
stakeholders. However, no formal public outreach was conducted. Further detailed investigation of the
transit service alternatives should include such an effort as well.

TRANSIT SERVICE ALTERNATIVES

The following transit service alternatives were considered in this analysis for deployment on the Harbor
Subdivision:

• FRA Compliant DMU's 30". Diesel multiple units (DMUs) are self-propelled diesel-powered rail
cars that comply with the crashworthiness standards for operation on tracks shared with freight
trains and conventional passenger trains, as specified by the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA),
the federal agency having the responsibility for oversight of safety issues for the national railroad
system. The DMUs would operate between Los Angeles Union Station (LAUS) and Torrance,
accessing the Harbor Subdivision via a new flyover of the Alameda Corridor, the BNSF Transcon
mainline, and Washington BouJevard. This alternative assumed 30-minute peak period, bi
directional headways. Off-peak and weekend headways would be hourly.

• FRA Compliant DMU's 15"'. This alternative was a variant of the first, and assumed IS-minute
peak period, bi-directional headways. Off-peak and Wttkend headways would be hourly.
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EXECUTIVE SUMN.ARY

• Non-PRA Compliant DMU's 30". These are DMUs which do not comply with FRA
crashworthiness standards. They can only operate on track shared with freight and other passenger
trains on a time-separated basis (temporal separation). The DMUs would operate between the Metro
Blue Line crossing of the Subdivision at Long Beach and Slauson Avenues and Torrance. This
alternative assumed 30-minute peak period, bi-directional headways. Off-peak headways would be
half hourly, and weekend headways would be hourly.

• Non-PRA Compliant DMU's 15". This alternative was a variant of the non-FRA Compliant
DMU's 30" alternative, and assumed IS·minute peak period, bi-directional headways. Off-peak
headways would be half hourly, and weekend headways would be hourly.

• Light Rail Transit (LRT) 15". This analysis assumed that an extension of the Metro Blue Line LRT
service could be deployed on the Harbor Subdivision. LRT service would operate between the 7th

Street/Metro Center station in Downtown Los Angeles and Torrance, accessing the Harbor
Subdivision via a new connection between the Metro Blue Line and the Subdivision at Long Beach
and Slauson Avenues. This alternative assumed IS-minute, bi-directional headways all-day (6 AM to
12 AM) on weekdays. Weekend headways would be half hourly.

• Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 15". This analysis assumed that buses could operate on portions of the
Harbor Subdivision in a two-lane busway, in the same way that the Metro Orange Line BRT service
operates today on an abandoned railroad right-of-way in the San Fernando Valley. BRT would
operate between the Metro Blue Line crossing and Torrance. This alternative assumed IS-minute, bi
directional headways all-day on weekdays. Weekend headways would be half hourly.

The alternatives for the non-FRA Compliant DMU's, LRT, and BRT assumed that BNSF train operations
between the Metro Blue Line crossing and the Metro Green Line crossing at Imperial Highway could be
confined to a late/night early morning window, when the transit operations would not be running. This
assumption was necessary, given the narrowness of the Harbor Subdivision in much of this segment and
the fact that these modes can only share a right-of-way with freight trains given the provision of either
temporal or spatial separation. Such a shift of freight train operations would require discussion and/or
negotiation with the BNSF. The DMU alternatives assumed headways, consistent with the higher levels of
service offered by commuter rail services, such as the Southern California Regional Rail Authority's
(SCRRA) Metrolink commuter rail service.

The purpose in investigating such a range of transit alternatives was to identify the potential benefits and
costs of transit improvements on the Harbor Subdivision. Heavy Rail, like the Metro Red Line, was
initially identified as a potential transit mode for deployment on the Harbor Subdivision. However, Heavy
Rail would be grade separated, triggering the greatest number of potential surface environmental
constraints of all options studied. Accordingly, Heavy Rail was dropped from further analysis.

POTENTIAL SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

The analysis looked at the potential environmental constraints inherent in implementation of DMU, LRT,
BRT and Heavy Rail alternatives. Major constraints included noise and vibration impacts that would likely
occur as a result of the shifting of freight train traffic between the Metro Blue Line crossing and the Metro
Green Line crossing to a late night/early morning operating window. Doing so could increase train noise
during a time when nearby residents would be trying to sleep. Other major constraints could be potential
visual and safety impacts resulting from transit services near homes in the South Bay Area, as well as right
of-way acquisitions.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

POTENTIAL STATION LOCATIONS

The: analysis loohd at 13 potcontial station locations along thco Harber Subdivision. Thcose included:

• Slauson Avconue: and long Bcoach Ave:nue:

• Slauson AvC'nue at Broadway

• Slauson AvC'nue at Figueroa Strcocot

• Slauson Avenue: and Normandie: Avenue:

• Slauson Avconue and Western Avenue

• CrC'nshaw Boulevard and 6? Street

• La Brea Avenue and Florence Ave:nue

• Century Boulevard and Aviation
BouleV2rd

• lmpc:rial Highway and Aviation Boulevard

• Douglas Strcocot

• Marine AvenuC'

• The Galleria at South Bay

• Sepulveda Boulevard

A station at Slauson and Long Beach Avenues would provide a connection with the Metro Blue Line.
Stations at Imperial Highway and Aviation Boulevard, Douglas Strcoet, and Marine Avconue wouJd provide
connections to thC' Me:tro Green Line. A station at Cre:nshaw BouleV2rd would provide a connection to
any nUUTe transit improvements proposed for the: Cre:nshaw Corridor. A station at Sepulveda Boulevard
was chosen as a southern tcorminus for costing purposes. The analysis found that all station locations have
characteristics that would justify the:ir conside:ration as possible station stops. Stations were assumed to
consist of platforms with minimal shelter and ticket ve:nding machines, rather than park-and-ride locations.
No specific station plans wcore analyzed.

The LRT ahC'rnativC' assumed a northern terminus at the Downtown Los Angeles 7U, StreetjMetro Cc=nter
station, uscod by the Metro Blue Line today. The FRA Compliant DMU altC'rnative assumed access to
tAUS. The capacity of either location to accommodate additional transit was not analyzed.

ThC' 13 station locations above are conceptual only, and repre:sent a universe of potential sites for this
analysis. Each of thC' individual transit altC'rnativC's assumC'd a subsC't of thC'sC' locations for costing
purposC's. OthC'r station locations are certainly possible. Any decision on pote:ntial station locations
be:yond this analysis would re:quire a detailed environmental asse:ssme:nt and a formal public outre:ach
e:ffon.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
This inve:stigation found that imple:me:ntation of aU six transit sC'rvice alte:rnatives would be fcoasible. ThC'
major findings arC' summarizC'd in TablC' ES-l. The: analysis's ridC'rship C'stimate:s we:rC' base:d on what Los
AngC'1e:s are:a transit sC'rvicC's, opC'rating with similar se:rvice: lC've:1s through similar land uses and having
similar origins and destinations, are able: to attain. The:sco prC'1iminary ridC'rship estimate:s we:re: sensitive to
the: le:ngth of hC'adways and thC' conveniencC' of accC'ss to Downtown Los AngC'icos. That is, the: shortC'r thC'
hC'adways and thC' morC' direct the access to downtown, thC' highe:r thC' ridC'rship estimate. LRT, with 15
minute frC'quC'ncicos an·day on weekdays and direct accC'ss to Downtown Los AngC'1es, would likC'1y gain the
highC'st avC'rage weekday ridC'rship. BRT would have the same sC'rvice levC'1 as LRT, but would not access
Downtown Los AngC'1es directly. Rathe:r. it would connect with the Metro BluC' Line at Long Beach and
Slauson Avenues. Accordingly, its ridership would likely be: 10wC'r. Three of the four DMU alternatives
would have lesser ridcorship, a resuJt of lower service levC'1s relativC' to both LRT and BRT.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Table ES-l: Harbor Subdivision Transit Service Alternatives Matrix
FM Compliant DMU FM Complaint DMU Non FM Compl Non ERA Compl LRT Ir 8RT IS"

30" IS" DMUJO" DMU IS"
Total Route Mil~ 26.7 26.7 20.0 20.0 252 20.0 1

Miles on Harbor Sub. 23.0 23.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 11.3
TOlal Capital Cost (2006$) $306.2 million $376.9 million $326.9 million $353.8 million $667.8 million $260.9 million

$1.4 billion2

0 rator Metrolink Mmolink Metro Metro Metro Meno

I ~nn~:~ Operating Cost $14.5 million $18.5 million $12.4 million $15.2 million $14.5 million $10.9 million
2006$
A~Weekda Boardin , 4,000 5,000 10,000 12,000 40,000 15,000
Headwa--;;; Peak 30 minut~ 15 minutes 30 minut~ 15 minut~ 15 minut~ 15 minut~

Headwa s Off~ak I hour I hour 30 minut~ 30 minul~ 15 minutes 15 minutes
Headwa s Weekends 1 hour I hour I hour I hour 30 minutes 30 minutes
Travel Time A rox.57" Annrox.58" Annrox.42" Annrox.42" Annrox.57" Annrox.40-45'"
Major Surface Environmental Safety impact in Safety impact in Noise from Noise from Noise from Noise from nighttime
Constraints Torrance Torrance nighttime freight rail nighttime freight rail nighttime freight rail freight rail operation

operation on operation on operation on on northern portion
northern portion; northern portion; northern portion;
visual/safety impact visual/safety impact visual/safety impact
in Torrance in Torrance in Torrance

Pros lower capita! cost; Moderate capital lower capital cost; Moderate capital Highest ridership lowest capital and
- Total Capital Cost moderate operating cost; fewer moderate operating cost; higher ridership operating costs;
- Operating Cost costs; fewer environmental cost; higher ridership higher ridership;
- Ridership environmaltal impacts fewer environmental
- Environmental Imnacu imnacu imnacts
Cons lower ridership Lower ridership; More environmental Higher operating High~t total capital Variability in travel
. Total Capital Cost highest operating impacts cost; more cost; higher operating time due to the use
- Operating Cost cost environmental cost; more environ- of city streets for
- Ridership impacts mental impacts almost half of the
- Environmental Im~acts route

I Overall route mileage depends On the assumption of a loop at Hawthorne and Sepulveda; Ihe Metro Orange Line has such a loop.
2 The range of costs shows the difference between the consul!ant's cost estimate and typical Metro costs.
l Ridership was nol modeled; figures based upon services with similar operating characteristics and density/demographics.
• Variance depends on traffic conditions on Aviation Blvd. and Hawthorne Blvd.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The order-of.magnitude capital costs include estimates for new track and structures, including stations; new
grade crossing protection devices replacing existing systems; and rolling stock. The non-FRA Compliant
DMU alternatives assumed a new maintenance facility along the Subdivision at Alcoa Yard in Torrance.
All other alternatives assumed maintenance of equipment would be performed at existing facilities. No
major acquisitions for right-of-way were assumed. FRA Compatible DMUs can share track with freight rail
trains, albeit with significant track reconfigurations. The Non FRA Compliant. LRT and BRT alternatives
assumed that freight operations betw~n the Metro Blue Line crossing and the Metro Gr~n Line crossing
could be pushed to a late night/early morning window, when transit would not be operating. Aside from
the Oyover of the Alameda CorridorfBNSF TransconjWashington Boulevard for the FRA Compliant
DMU alternatives, no new grade separations or closures of existing crossings were assumed. LRTs cost of
constructjon would be the hjghest, more than twice that of most of the other alternatives. The high cost
was triggered by the need for a double track alignment, a trench along Aviation Boulevard to the east of the
Los Angeles International Airport runways5, and elevated structures through Alcoa Yard in Torrance6•
among other things.

Annual oper2ting costs include the costs of running and maintaining the transit alternatives. The analysis
relied on figures developed by the SeRRA, operator of the Metrolink commuter rail service. to calcuJate
the FRA Complaint DMU estimate; and on the North County Transit District, operator of the future
Escondido-Oceanside Sprinter OMU service, to calculate the Non FRA Compliant OMU estimates. Cost
estimates for LRT and BRT were based on LRT and bus cost figures developed for Metro's 2007 budget.
BRT would be the least expensive alternative to implement, since it would make use of city streets on a
little under half of its route to and from Torrance. The comparatively high FRA Compliant DMU
operating cost estimates were driven by longer routes and higher service-mile costs.

All options have the potential for triggering environmental impacts. These are primarily:

• For the non-FRA Compliant OMU, LRT and BRT alternatives, potential noise impacts in Los
Angeles may result from the shift of BNSF freight train operations to a late night/early morning
window between the Metro Blue Line crossing and the Metro Green Line crossing; the freight train
shift could generate noise impacts just when residents would be trying to sleep. FRA Compliant
OM Us, on the other hand. would not require shifting freight traffic to a late night/early morning
window, and thus would not be likely to generate additional noise impacts at that time. Nor would
freight traffic have to be shifted south of the Metro Green Line crossing, as the Non FRA Compliant
DMU. LRT and BRT alternatives would operate on separate facilities (apart from the freight tracks)
built on the right-of-way. Thus, none of these alternatives would trigger potential late night/early
morning noise impacts in the South Bay Area.

• For the Non FRA Compliant DMU. LRT and BRT alternatives, potential visual impacts to some
South Bay residents may result from new track near homes.

• For all DMU alternatives and the LRT alternative, potential safety impacts to some South Bay
residents may result from either new trains or new track near homes. Residents there today cross the
Harbor Subdivision on foot at a designated pedestrian crossing.

5 A trench there likely would be a requirement to prevent the LRT electrified overhead contact system from interfering with
airplane navigational systems.

6 These structures would provide for total separation of LRT from freight train activities in Alcoa Yard.
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NEXT STEPS

Deployment of any of the six transit service alternatives ap~ars feasible be{W~n Los Angeles and Torrance
on the Harbor Subdivision. However, given the narrow right-of-way width restrictions in various segments,
deployment of only one alternative is practical, assuming continuing freight rail use of the corridor. No
one alternative stands out as clearly superior through the length of corridor. Each has advantages and
disadvantages relative to the others. To further refine which alternative makes the most sense for the
corridor, further analysis is recommended.

Elements of further analysis should include a traditional travel demand forecast for each alternative. The
ridership forecasts appearing in this analysis were based on what Metro and the SeRRA's Metrolink
commuter rail service are generating on services running with comparable headWllYS though comparable
land uses.

Another element may include phasing of a transit alternative as well as costing, environmental analysis and
a public participation component. For ~ample, it might make sense to implement an alternative in just
one segment of the route, where the ridership potential is high and implementation costs are low. If the
service proves itself by steadily gaining substantial numbers of riders, the service could be expanded as
funding becomes available. Such phasing would maximize the benefits while minimizing the costs.

Other elements to be included in additional analysis would be:

• A formal environmental assessment with public participation component, inclusive of community
and local concerns relative to potential noise, visual and safety impacts that may be triggered by the
transit alternatives.

• Additional discussions with the BNSF for implementation of alternatives which may require
temporal separation of freight and certain transit modes on a shared Harbor Subdivision right-of
way.

• More detailed assessments of station locations, including development of conceptual station plans
with parking and/or connecting transit access. Included would be an assessment of capacity at the
Downtown 7'h Street/Metro Center station, which would service as a northern terminus for the LRT
alternative, as well as at LAUS, the nonhern terminus for the FRA Compliant DMU alternatives.

• Detailed assessments of maintenance facility options. Specifically assessed would be Metrolink's
ability to maintain PRA Compliant DMUs at Taylor Yard; Metro's ability to accommodate
additional rolling stock at its Carson LRT maintenance facility; and potential construction of a Non
PRA Compliant maintenance facility west of Alcoa Yard.

• More detailed capital cost estimates.
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Introduction
HARBOR SUBDIVISION TRANSIT ANALYSIS

BACKGROUND

In 1992, tht: formtr Los Angeles County Transportation Commission (UCfq purchased the majority of
the Harbor Subdivision, the mainline of the former Atchison Topeka & Sama Fe Railway (ATSF or Santa
Fe) between downtown Los Angeles and the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. As part of that
agreement, ATSF retained the right to provide freight rail servia: on the portion of the line owned by the
LAcre. and LACfC retained the right to operate passenger service on the line. Today, the Burlington
Northern Santa Fe Railway (BNSF). the successor railroad to the ATSF, still operates freight trains on the
line, although the total is a small fraction of what it was at the time of the purchase. The LACfC and its
successor agency. the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metfo), never ran
passenger suvice on the line.

The portion of the line owned by Metro runs from the junction of the Harbor Subdivision and the BNSF
Transeon mainline adjacent to Washington Boulevard near downtown Los Angeles in the nonh to the
outskirts of Watson Yard in Wilmington in the south - a distance of 26.36 miles. BNSF retains ownership
of the remaining two miles of right-of·way eastward to the Alameda Corridor, the connection to the San
Pedro Bay ports. By virtue of the purchase agreement, Metro owns not only the right-of-way, but also "the
tracks and other improvements on the property, including without limitation improvements constructed
on the property at the cost and expense of Santa Fe."! Figure 1-1 shows the portion of the Harbor
Subdivision studied in this report.

Until the opening of the Alameda Corridor in 2002, BNSF had been running about 20 trains a day on the
portion of the Harbor Subdivision which Metro owns. Most of the traffic consisted of intermodal "double
stack" container trains going to and from the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. With the opening of
the Corridor, a common-user grade-separated rail line between downtown Los Angeles and the San Pedro
Bay ports, BNSF shifted port-related trains onto the Corridor and off the Harbor Subdivision. What
remains today on the Harbor Subdivision are about a handful of daily local freight train movements
concentrated at the north end of the line and between Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) and Watson
Yard. No regular freight trains operate on the section of the Harbor Subdivision between 4th Avenue (a
half mile east of Crenshaw Boulevard) and III th Street near lAX.

With parts of the Harbor Subdivision having become either unused or underutilized assets, Metro has
increasingly become interested in the potential of using the Harbor Subdivision for transit.

ANALYSIS PURPOSE

With this analysis, Metro has attempted to investigate the feasibility of the potential deployment of various
transit modes on its portion of the Harbor Subdivision. The attempt has been to make use of as much of
the 26.36-mile right-of-way as may be practical, realizing that some sections of the line run through
primarily industrial land uses. In all, six transit service alternatives were investigated. Preliminary
planning·level ridership forecasts for the alternatives were estimated, along with rough order-of..magnirude
capital and operating costs.

I Shared Use Agreement, between LACTC and ATSF. October 1992, Section 2.3 Ownership.
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INTRODUCTION

ANALYSIS PROCESS

The first step in this analysis was to document existing conditions in the corridor. The analysis team met
with BNSF in April 2006 to verify traffic volumes on the Harbor Subdivision. BNSF provided the volumes
as well as speeds of trains on the line. BNSF also provided the team with track chans which contained
such information as the weight of the rail, the year of rail installation, the year of cross tie installation, and
the locations of yards, sidings, and industrial spurs, public and private at grade crossings, overcrossings and
undercrossings, and gradients. The analysis team toured the 26.36 miJes of the rail line, confirmed grade
crossing protection detail obtained from the California Public Utilities Commission, and took more than
100 photographs documenting conditions. The team's assessment of the existing conditions on the line
appears as Chapter 1 of this report.

The next step was to assess the line in terms of surface' environmental constraints rel~ant to the potential
deployment of various transit modes. Constraints include such things as the existence of sensitive noise
receptors near the Subdivision, which could be impacted either by noise generated construction or
increasing train volumes. Right-of-way width is also a constraint, because it limits what can be added to the
right-of-way without triggering potentially disruptive land acquisition. Modes considered for deployment
included Diesel Multiple Units (OMUs), or self-propelled diesel powered rail cars; Light Rail Transit (LR1),
like the Metro Blue Line; Heavy Rail, a grade-separated electrical powered system like the Metro Red Line;
and Bus Rapid Transit (BRn, like the Metro Orange Line. Due to the preponderance of constraints
relative to Heavy Rail, this mode was dropped from further consideration. The team's assessment of the
surface environmental constraints appears in Chapter 2.

The team then assessed the potential of 13 areas along the Harbor Subdivision to serve as station locations.
The team visited each site, cataloguing the various qualities such as the amount of retail and pedestrian
activity, the presence of red~elopment, the type of nearby housing and/or office space. The 13 sites
comprised the universe of potential station sites, from which a subset was selected for the modal
alternatives ~aluated separately. The team's assessment of the potential station locations appears in
Chapter 3.

With the assessments of the environmental constraints and potential station locations complete, the
analysis team began its investigation of transit service alternatives. These totaled six: four OMU
alternatives, one LRT alternative, and one BRT alternative. The team developed a service concept for each
alternative, specifying the terminals, intermediate stations, and service level. A summary of these service
concepts appears in Chapler 4.

The final stage of the analysis was to evaluate the feasibility of each of the six transit service alternatives.
The team developed prdiminary ridership estimates and rough order-of~magnitude estimates of
implementation costs and operating COSts. The team incorporated the surface environmental constraints
identified as part of Chapter 2, and concluded with a listing of the relative pros and cons of each
alternative. The team's conceptual-I~e1 analysis of the alternatives appears in Chapter 5. The specific
assumptions used in estimating transit alternative costs appear in Appendix A. Summary conceptual cost
tables appear in Appendix B.

The analysis concludes with a summary of the analysis. The summary contains an elaboration of: the
engineering challenges and solutions contained in the service concepts for each transit alternative; the
compatibility of the alternatives with existing land uses; BNSF concerns of sharing the right-of-way with
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INTRODUCTION

potential transit service; and the regulatory agencies (federal, state, and local) with jurisdiction over the
Harbor Subdivision. The roles of these agencies are cited more specifically in Appendix C.

Lastly, potential next steps are identified. The summary and next steps appear in Chapter 6.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In conducting its analysis, the analysis team was mindful of numerous studies that have been done over the
years pertaining to transit implementation on the Harbor Subdivision. Metro provided all team members
with copies of these reports for review. Briefsummaries of these studies appear in Appendix D.

ANALYSIS TEAM

This analysis was conducted over a seven-month period, starting in March 2006. Team members included
representatives of Metro's South Bay Area Planning Team and Metro's Construction Team, Wilbur Smith
Associates, UhraSystems Environmental, and RAW International.
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Chapter 1
EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS

INTRODUCTION
This chapter addresses existing Harbor Subdivision conditions and reviews issues mal need to bt: addressed
in order to operate passenger nil and/or bus service in the corridor.

EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS
The Harbor Subdivision extends 28.3 miles from Harbor Junction at the north, where it diverges from the
Transcon mainline of the Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway (BNSF), to Long Beach Junction at
the south, where it joins the trackage leading to and from the Alameda Corridor. From milepost 0.00 at
Harbor Junction to milepost 26.36 at the west end of Watson Yari, the corridor is owned by the Los
Angt:les County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro), with freight service over the line operated
by the BNSF. From milepost 26.36 through Watson Yard (milepost 26.60) to the Alameda Corridor
(milepost 28.30), the line is owned and operated by BNSF. This chapter evaluates existing conditions on
the 26.36 miles of the Harbor Subdivision owned by Metro.

Although the line is publicly owned, BNSF maintains the track facilities and dispatches the trains using the
line. The 1992 Harbor Subdivision purchase agreement betv.een the former Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway (ATSF), now BNSF, and the former Los Angeles County Transportation Commission (LAcrq,
now Metro, provided that LAcrc would take over maintenance and dispatching if it were to operate
passenger service on the line, and the passenger service would have priority over freight. To date, LAcrCs
successor, Metro, has not seriously considered passenger operations.

Background
The Harbor Subdivision was originally built by the ATSF from Redondo Junction near downtown Los
Angeles southwesterly to access anticipated port facilities at Redondo Beach and to provide rail service to
the oil facilities and other industrial uses in the areas south and west of Los Angeles. Much of the line was
built before the adjacent communities were developed. As major harbor facilities were constructed in Long
Beach and San Pedro, tracks were extended to those ports and the route became the primary access route
for ATSF/BNSF port and intermodal traffiC. ATSF sold most of the line to Metro's predecessor, LAcrc,
in 1992.

Most of the Harbor Subdivision traverses developed communities with well-established land use patterns.
Along its length, the rail line threads through residential neighborhoods, commercial and warehousing
districts, and industrial developments including major oil fields and refineries. The Los Angeles
International Airport (lAX) complex lies to the west of the line along Aviation Boulevard near Century
Boulevard.

Prior to the opening of the Alameda Corridor, the Harbor Subdivision carried approximately 14 through
trains (trains operating across the entire length of the subdivision) per day, with additional local industrial
service provided on the north and south ends of the line. When the Alameda Corridor opened in 2002,

I A yard is a facility where railcars are assembled into trains and disassembled for delivery to shippers nearby.
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CHAPTER 1 • EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS

BNSF shifted all of its through trains to the new corridor and relegated the Harbor Subdivision to local
trains serving online industries and the still important traffic generated by oil facilities south of LAX.
BNSF continues to serve customers on the north end of the Harbor Subdivision by one local train based in
Malabar Yard near Harbor Junction. Customers south of LAX are served by local trains running out of
Watson Yard. Freight for the south end of the Harbor Subdivision (south of LAX) moves through the
Alameda Corridor from Los Angeles (Hobart Yard) to Watson Yard, and thence north on the Harbor
Subdivision. Currently, BNSF does not operate any through trains on the line. The central ponion of the
Harbor Subdivision, from milepost 7.42 (Fourth Avenue) to milepost 12.92 (11l<h Street), is used only
occasionally, but is maintained in serviceable condition. Recently, the trackage aJong Aviation Boulevard
has been used to store empty intermodal container platforms. Figure 1-1 shows daily local train activity on
the Harbor Subdivision.

HARBOR SUBDIVISION TRACK CONDITIONS

Maximum Speeds
The Harbor Subdivision was never a higher speed freight route. Numerous grade crossings, local switching
to industrial customers, and reduced clearances and sight lines tended to keep BNSF train speeds low.
Now, with removal of through trains (0 the Alameda Corridor, BNSF maintains the line only to Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA) Class 1 standards, which permit trains to operate at 10 miles per hour or
less.

The FRA, the federal agency charged with oversight on railroad safety issues, has established standard track
classifications and related standards of maintenance reflecting differences in classification. The basic
difference between classifications is that higher classifications permit higher train operating speeds, but
require higher standards of maintenance and inspection to warrant the higher speeds. Most railroads
maintain their track to a particular classification based on the relative importance of the line and the
maintenance budget that they determine is appropriate for the nature of the rail traffic moved over the
line. Secondary tracks used principally for switching will be maintained to low classifications, while
mainline tracks carrying high volumes of time-sensitive freight will be maintained to high classifications.
Speeds for freight and passenger trains per track class appear in Table I-I.

Table 1-1
FRA Track Classifications

Class Type
Maximum Freight Speed Maximum Passenger Speed

(mph) (mph)

Excepted Track2 10 Not Permitted
Oass 1 Track 10 15
Class 2 Track 25 30
Class 3 Track 40 60
Qass 4 Track 60 80
Qass 5 Track 80 90
Source: FM
Note: Maximum spreds for Classes 6 through 9 uack are 110 through 200 mph, respectively.
These soceds are for both Dasseneer and fn~ieht tnins.

2 Track not maintained even 10 FRA Class I standards.
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CHAPTER 1 • EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS

Adherence to track maintenance standards is enforced by periodic unannounced inspections of the track by
qualified FRA inspectors, often working in conjunction with state regulatory agencies. Where inspectors
find track that does not meet the standards, slow orders are imposed requiring operation at sp«ds
commensurate with actual conditions until repairs are completed to restore the track to irs intended class.
Track inspections may be by visual inspection of track conditions, and by operation of track geometry cars
containing electronic measuring and recording instruments. Typically, track used for commuter nil
operations is maintained to Class 4 standards. The most critical standards that apply to track
classifications include:

• Gage measures differences in the distance between the rails. Higher classifications have less tolerance
for variations in track gage.

• Alignmenl measures horizontal variations within a specified distance along the track. Higher
classifications have less tolerance for variations in alignment.

• Curve elevation (or super elevation) measures the height of the outside rail of a curve in relation to
the inside rail. Maximum speeds are specified based on a combination of elevation and the
sharpness of the curve.

• Surfau measures the vertical variations within a specified distance along the track. Higher
classifications have less tolerance for variations.

• Track slrJlc/JlTe measures the condition ofbaJlast (aggregate that holds crossties in place), crossties
(lumber or concrete ties to which sted rails are attached), track assembly fittings (e.g. tie plates, which
grip the steel rail and through which spikes are driven, thus fastening rails to cross ties), and the
physical condition of the rails. For each characteristic, higher standards of construction and
maintenance apply to the higher track classifications.

The FRA regulations specify how often railroads are required to make their own inspections of track, with
the higher classifications requiring more frequent inspections. Special inspections are required following
any event that might cause damage to the track structure to ensure safety of train operations. Railroads are
required to maintain records demonstrating compliance with the inspection requirements, and
documenting maintenance activities necessary to support each track classification. Given the current
freight volume on the Harbor Subdivision and the line's Class I status3, the line requires monthly
inspections, per Title 49 CFR Part 213.233 Track Inspections Other Than Main Track and Sidings4

•

Right-of-Way Width
The right-of-way is of varying width, ranging from as narrow as 30 feet (considered substandard even for a
little-used branch line) to as much as ISO feet. Typically, the right-of-way is 40 to 80 feet with the single
main track positioned approximately in the center of the right-of-way. Over the entire length of Metro's
ownership, there are:

• 4.99 miles of right-of-way less than 50 feet in width

• 13.17 miles with a width of 50 to 99 feet

• 8.20 miles with a width of 100 feet or more

The narrower segments predominate at the north end of the line. Table 1-2 shows the right-of-way widths
by milepost. A key implication from this table is that to use any significant portion of the right-of-way for

3 Per Richarrl Dennison, BNSF, April 4, 2006.
4 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).
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CHAPTER 1 - EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS

transit operations, like a tw(>.lane express busway or double track light rail line, significant property
acquisition would be necessary to secure sufficient right-of-way for transit use while still maintaining a track
for local freight service.

Table 1-2
Harbor Subdivision Rillht-of·Wav Width bv Track S~ment

Distance Width
MP I...ocation MP Location (Mil,,) (F~,)

0.00 Harbor Junction 0.31 26110 Strcct 0.31 "40
0.31 26" Strcct 1.61 52"" StrCCt 1.30 ISO
1.61 52nd StrCCt 2.02 58th Street 0.41 "40
2.02 58th Strcct 2.68 Holmes Avenue 0.66 60
2.68 Holmes Avenue 2.83 Long Beach Avenue 0.15 60
2.83 Long Beach Avenue 3.31 Hooper Street 0.48 30
3.31 Hooper Street 3.56 Central Avenue 0.25 lOS
3.56 Central Avenue 4.81 Broadway 1.25 30
4.81 Broadway 5.82 Budlong Avenue l.01 40
5.82 Budlong Avenue 6.31 Danker Avenue 0.49 80
6.31 Danker Avenue 6.60 Western Avenue 0.29 45
6.60 Western Avenue 6.80 Milepost 6.8 020 30
6.80 Milepost 6.8 7.97 67th Street 1.17 40
7.97 67th Street 8.14 Victoria Avenue 0.17 100
8.14 Victoria Avenue 8.32 West Boulevard 0.18 40
8.32 West Boulevard 10.82 Hindry Avenue 2.50 50
10.82 Hindry Avenue 11.90 Milepost 11.9 1.08 "55
11.90 Milepost 11.9 14.65 Douglas Street 2.75 60
14.65 Douglas Strcct 15.41 Rosecrans Boulevard 0.76 60-100
15.41 Rosccr.ms BouIcva.rd 16.87 Manhattan Beach Boulevard 1.46 ISO
16.87 Manhattan Beach Boulevard 17.15 Milepost 17.15 0.28 125
17.15 Milepost 17.15 17.62 170th Street 0.47 100
17.62 170th Street 19.80 Milepost 19.8 2.18 80
19.80 Milepost 19.8 20.70 Milepost 20.7 0.90 55-60
20.70 Milepost 20.7 21.00 Milepost 21.0 0.30 ISO
21.00 Milepost 21.0 22.00 Milepost 22.0 1.00 75
22.00 Milepost 22.0 22.70 Milepost 22.7 0.70 80
22.70 Milepost 22.7 22.90 Milepost 22.9 0.20 125
22.90 Milepost 22.9 25.40 Milepost 25.4 2.50 100
25.40 Milepost 25.4 26.36 West End Watson Yard 0.96 "100
26.36 West End Watson Yard 28.30 Long Beach Junction 1.94 NA

Sources: BNSF Track charts, LA County Assessor Maps, WSA Estimates (")
Note: Metro ownership ends at milepost 26.36

Existing Rail Inventory
Railroad track cham maintain data on track alignment, grades, rail weight, tie replacements, and other
data. Rdevant data from the latest available BNSF track charts (2004) are summarized in Tables 1-3 and }
4. The entire line, except for the connection at Harbor Junction, consists of welded rail of 112 or 115
pounds per linear yard weight. The bulk of this rail was installed in 1965. Short segments, predominately
on curves where greater wear occurs, were replaced in 1984 or later. Ties were renewed where necessary in
1979-80 and again in 1994-95. While the track charts indicate most of the line is good for 15-20 mph
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CHAPTER 1 - EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS

freight operations, BNSF advises that it currently maintains the line for 10 mph operations. Some sections
may still be operable at 20 mph. Eventually, however, these will be downgraded unless the railroad returns
to a higher level of maintenance.

Ballast and subgrade (ground preparation underlying and supporting the ballast, crossties and rails) data do
not appear on the track charts. From observation, the ballast has received only minimal attention in recent
years, consistent with the low speed of train operations.

Table 1~3

Harbor Subdivision Rail Inventory
Rail Type Rail Rail Ti.

MP MP Distance Weight Year Year Sp«d
0.00 0.15 0.15 Bolted liS 1998 1979 20
0.15 1.60 1.45 Welded 112 1965 1979 12
1.60 1.80 0.20 Welded 112 1965 1979 IS
1.80 2.30 0.50 Welded liS 1998 1979 IS
2.30 3.00 0.70 Welded 112 1965 1979 IS
3.00 9.25 6.25 Welded 112 1965 1980 15
9.25 9.40 0.15 Welded 112 1954 1980 IS
9.40 9.70 0.30 Welded 115 1995 1980 15
9.70 9.80 0.10 Welded 115 1998 1980 15
9.80 10.10 0.30 Welded 112 1965 1980 15
lO.lO 10.90 0.80 Welded 112 1965 1980 20
10.90 11.55 0.65 Welded liS 1998 1980 20
11.55 1225 0.70 Welded 112 1965 1980 20
1225 12.35 0.10 Welded lIS 1998 1980 20
12.35 13.00 0.65 Welded 112 1965 1980 20
13.00 14.05 1.05 Welded 112 1965 1995 20
14.05 14.50 0.45 Welded 112 1965 1995 20
14.50 16.80 2.30 Welded 112 1965 1995 20
16.80 17.10 0.30 Welded lIS 1991 1995 20
J7.JO 18.40 1.30 Welded 112 1965 1995 20
18.40 18.65 0.25 Welded lIS 1991 1995 20
18.65 19.40 0.75 Welded 112 1965 1995 20
19.40 J9.47 0.07 Welded liS 1998 1995 20
19.47 20.63 1.16 Welded lIS 1984 1995 20
20.63 21.00 0.37 Welded 112 1965 1995 20
21.00 21.60 0.60 Welded 112 1965 1994 20
21.60 21.80 020 Welded lIS 1991 1994 20
21.80 23.93 2.13 Welded 112 1965 1994 20
23.93 2425 0.32 Welded lIS 1991 1994 20
24.25 25.00 0.75 Welded 112 1965 1994 20
2S.00 26.36 1.36 Welded liS 1990 1994 20

Source: BNSF Tflick Charts
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CHAPTER 1 - EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS

Table 1-4
Harbor Subdivision SummarY Mjlea~e

Welded Rail 26.21
Bolted Rail 0.15
Total 112 Lbs 20.90
Total 115 Lbs 5.46
Rail Laid 1954 0.15
Rail Laid 1965 20.75
Rail Laid 1984 1.16
Rail Laid 1990 1.36
Rail Laid 1991 l.07
Rail Laid 1995 0.30
Rail Laid 1998 1.57
Ties Renewed 1979 3.00
Ties Renewed 1980 10.00
Ties Renewed 1994 5.36
Ties Renewed 1995 8.00

RAILROAD SIGNALIZATION

The Harbor Subdivision is unsignaled: There are no wayside signals which direct the locomotive engin~r

how to progress a train over the Subdivision. Trains are operated under authority granted by the BNSF
dispatcher responsible for the line. Dispatchers, typically located in a location remote from the rail line,
have the responsibility for progressing a train across the line. The dispatcher's authorization for train
movement typically is transmitted by radio, and confirmed by the train crew prior to moving over any
authorized segment of trackage. While suitable for low density hranch lines, this technique would not be
sufficient for a route with multiple passenger operations, or for mixed freight and passenger service. Use of
all or a part of the Harbor Subdivision tracks for passenger service could require installation of a complete
signal system to ensure timely operation of the passenger service without undue delays. Such a system
would likely be required for a rail transit service even without freight rail service.

HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSINGS

There are 96 grade crossings along the 26.36 miles of track owned by Metro. Of these, 91 are public street
crossings. In addition, there are 3 private road crossings and 2 pedestrian grade crossings (one of these
appears to have been practically eliminated). The nonhern ponion of the line has the greatest density of
crossings, with an average of 5.5 crossings per mile in the first 10 miles from the Harbor Junction in
Vernon west through Los Angeles and south to Eucalyptus Avenue in Inglewood. The southernmost 16.36
miles average only 2.5 crossings per mile. Most of the crossings are protected by flashing lights and
automatic gates. Some crossings have only flashing lights as warnings to approaching vehicular traffic, and
a few have only standard crossbuck signs (typically two wooden planks, crossed, forming an "X"; One plank
saying "railroad" and the other "crossing"). The flashing lights and gates are set for activation by low s~d

trains, and undoubtedly would require resetting of the timing mechanism if the route were upgraded for
passenger service. Some crossings with low traffic volumes might be candidates for closure. A complete
inventory of the grade crossings and the type of warning devices at each crossing is presented in Table 1-5.
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CHAPTER 1 • EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS

Tabl~ 1-5

Harbor Subdivision At-'Z.rad~ Crossin2s and Warnin2 Devices

Mile
No. p"" Crossint and Jurisdiction Ty~ ofProt«tion
1 0.11 Harriet Street. Vernon 2 - Hashing lights with automatic gates

2 02' 25th Street, Vernon 2 - Hashing lights with automatic Eates

3 0.31 26th Street, Vernon 1 - Hashing lights with automatic gate:;
1 - Overhead cantilever flashinp liphts with automatic tate, 0.41 27th Street, Vernon 2 • Crossbuck signs

5 0.48 28th Street, Vernon 2· Hashing lights with automatic gates

6 0.69 37th Street, Vernon 2· Hashing lights with automatic gates

7 0.70 38th Street, Vernon 2 - Flashing lights with automatic gates

8 0.94 Vernon Avenue, Vernon 2 - Flashing lights with automatic EateS, 1.04 Pacific Boulevard, Vernon 4 - Flashing lights with automatic gates

10 1.38 49th Street, Vernon 2· Crossbuck signs; wig wag

11 1.57 Fruitland Avenue, Vernon 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

12 1.61 S2nd Street, Huntington Park 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

13 1.65 S3rd Str«t, Huntington Park 2 • Flashing lights with automatic gates

I' 1.80 55th Street, Huntington Park 2 - Flashing Ijghts with automatic gates

15 1.85 56th Street, Huntington Park 2 - Flashing Ijghts with automatic gates

16 1.94 57th Street, Huntington Park 2 - Flashing Lights with automatic gates

17 2.02 58th Street, Huntington Park 2 - Flashing lights with automatic gates

18 2.05 Santa Fe Avenue, Huntington Park 2 - Crossbuck signs

I' 2.30 2nd Street. Vernon 2 - Flashint lidtts

20 2.48 Alameda Street, Los Angeles 1 - Flashing lights;
" - Flashinr li;hts with automatic utes

21 2.68 Holmes Avenue, Los Angeles " - Flashing lights with automatic gates
22 2.83 Long Beach Avenue, Los Angeles 1 - Flashing lights;

1 - Flashinr lirhu with automatic rate
23 3.06 Compton Avenue, Los Angeles 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

2' 3.31 Hooper Avenue, Los Angeles 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

25 3.56 Central Avenue, Los Angeles 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

26 3.81 McKinley Avenue, Los Angeles 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

27 3.90 Paloma Avenue, Los Angeles 2 - Flashing lights with automatic gates

28 4.06 Avalon Boulevard, Los Angeles 2 - Flashing lights with automatic gates

2' 4.18 Towne Avenue. Los Angeles 2 - Flashim:. lights with automatic !tates

30 4.34 San Pedro Street, Los Angeles 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

31 4.56 South Main Street, Los Angeles 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

32 4.81 South Broadway, Los Angeles 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

33 5.06 Figueroa Street, Los Angeles 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

34 S.32 Hoover Avenue, Los Angeles 2 - Flashing lights with automatic gates

35 5.57 Vermont Av~nue, Los Angeles 2 - Flashing lights with automatic gates

36 5.82 Budlong Avenue, Los Angeles 2 - Flashing lights with automatic gates

37 6.07 Normandie Avenue. Los Angeles 2 - Flashing lights with automatic gates

38 6.31 Danker Avenue, Los Angeles 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

39 6.42 Slauson Avenue, Los Angeles I • Flashing lights;
2· Flashinp liphts with automatic pates

'0 6.60 Western Avenue, Los Angeles 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

'I 7.11 Van Ness Avenue, Los Angeles 2· Flashing lights with automatic ~ates
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CHAPTER 1 - EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS

Table 1·5

Harbor Subdivision At-£rade Crossio2S and Warnin2 Devices
Mile

No. p"" CrossinI!' and Jurisdiction TVDC of Protection
42 7.42 4th Avenue, los Ange:Ies 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

43 7.75 8th Avcnue, los Angeles 2 • Aashing lights with automatic gates

44 7.94 11th Avcnue, los Angeles 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

45 7.97 67th Street, los Angeles 2· Flashing lighu;
2 - Flashint lir:hts with automatic utes

46 8.03 Crenshaw Boulevard, los Angeles 4· Flashing lights with automatic gates

47 8.14 Victoria Avenue, Los Angeles 1 . Flashing lights;
2· F1ashine: licltts with automatic utes

48 823 Brynhurst Avenue, Los Angeles 2· Flashing lighu with automatic gates

4' 8.32 West Boulevard, Inglewood 3· Flashing lighu with automatic gates

50 8.60 Redondo Boulevard, Inglewood 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

51 8.89 Pedestrian Crossing, Inglewood NA; this crossing appears 10 be closed

52 9.13 Centine:la Avenue, Inglewood 4· Flashing lights with automatic gates

53 9.59 La Brca Avenue, Ingl~ood 4· Flashing lights with automatic gates

54 9.82 Ivy Avenue, Inglewood 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

55 9.94 Eucalyptus Avenue, Inglewood 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

56 10.21 North Cedar Avenue, Inglewood 2 • Flashing lights with automatic gates

57 10.36 Oak Street, Ingl~ood 2· Overhead cantilever flashing lir.hu with automatic gates

58 10.52 Hyde Park Boulevard. Inglewood 2 . Flashing lights with automatic gates

59 10.63 La Cicne:ga Boulevard, Inglewood 4 . Flashing lights with automatic gates

60 10.82 Hindry Avenue. Jnglcwoocl 2 . Flashing lights with automatic gates

61 lUI Manchester Blvd, Ingle:woocl 4· Flashing lights with automatic gates

62 11.63 Arbor Viue Street, Los Angdes 2 . Flashing lights with automatic gates

63 12.36 l04th Street. los Ange:Ies 2 . Flashing lights with automatic gates

64 12.92 III th Street, los Ange:Ies 2· Flashing lights with automatic gatt$

65 13.13 Impuial Highway, Los Angeles 1 . Flashing lights with automatic gues;
3· Overhead cantilever flashin.elir.hts with automatic utes

66 13.37 118th Street, EI Segundo 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

67 13.62 120th Street, EI Segundo 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

68 13.89 124th Street, El Segundo 2· Flashing lights with automatic ,\tates

6' 14.69 Douglas Street, EI Segundo 2· Flashing lights;
2· F1ashinl!' li2hts with aUlOmatic utes

70 14.79 Chapman Way (private), El 2 - Crossbuck signs
Semndo

71 15.08 Rosecr.ms A./Aviation 8., EI 2 • Flashing lights
Se:r.undo

72 16.14 Marine Boulevard, Hawthorne 2 - Flashing lights with automatic gates;
2 - Ovcrhead cantilever flashinr:lir:hts with automatic Dtes

73 16.74 Inglewood Avenue. Lawndale 2 • Ovcrhead cantilever flashing lighu with automatic gatt$

74 16.87 Manhattan Beach Boulcv:ud, 4· Flashing lights with automatic gates
Lawndale

75 16.94 159th Street, Lawndale 2 - Flashing lights with automatic ,\tates

76 17.01 160th Street, Lawndale 2 - Flashing lights with automatic gatt$

77 17.08 161st Street, Lawndale 2 - Flashing lights with automatic gates

78 17.14 162nd Street, Lawndale: 2· Flashing lights with automatic gatt$

7' 17.62 170th Street, Lawndale 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates

80 18.38 182nd Stre:e:t, Redondo Beach 2· Flashing lights with automatic gates
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CHAPTER 1 EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS-

Table 1-5
Harbor Subdivision At-I!:rade Crossin2.S and Warnim~.Devices

Mile
No. POSt Crossinv and Jurisdiction TvOf' of Protection
81 21.24 Toerance Boulevard. Torrance 1 • Flashing lighu;

I • Flashing lights with automatic gaIts;
2 - Overhead cantil~r flashine. lil!:hu with automatic r:ates

82 21.36 P«iestrian Grade Crossing, 2 - Pcdestrian/bicycle warning signs
Torrance

83 21.48 Sonoma StIcct. Torrance 2 - Aashing lighu with automatic gates

8' 21.60 Carson Strecl. Torrance 2 - Flashing lighu;
2 - Flashin2 li~u wilh automatic nIts

85 22.10 Washington Avenue, Torrance 2 - Flashing lighu with automatic gales

8. 22.24 Arlington Avenue, Torrance 2 - Flashing lights;
2 - Flashint: lie:hts with automatic 2ates

87 22.49 Cabrillo Avenue, Torrance 2 - Flashing lights with automatic gates

88 22.57 Border Avenue, Torrance 2 - Flashing lighu with aUTomatic gates

8' 22.78 Sepulveda Boulrvard, Torr;mc~ 1 - Rashing lights;
4· Aa$him~ Iijthu with automatic tales

90 23.03 Western A~nuc. Torrance 4· Flashing lights with automatic gates

91 24.79 South Figueroa Street. Carson 4 - Flashing lights with automatic gates

'2 24.92 Private GrlIIde Crossing. Carson 2 - Flashing lights
24.97 Private Gnde Crossing, Carson NA

93 25.94 Avalon Boulevard, Los Angeles 4 - Flashing lights with automatic gates
94 26.04 Broad Avenue, Los Angeles 2 - Flashing lighu with automatic gates

95 26.11 Lakme Avenue, Los Angeles 2 - Flashing lighu with automatic gates,. 26.36 Wilmington Avenue, Los Angeles 2 - Flashing lights with automatic gates

Source: FRA and PUC data; WSA field observations; sueet maps

CONNECTIONS TO OTHER CORRIDORS

At the north end, the Harbor Subdivision connects to the BNSF Transcan (more specifically, the San
Bernardino Subdivision) near the north end of the Alameda Corridor. At this point, the Harbor
Subdivision is within a few hundred yards of trackage utilized by the Southern California Regional Rail
Authority (SCRRA), operator of the Los Angeles area Metrolink commuter rail system, and owned by
Metro; and other trackage owned by Union Pacific Railroad (UP). The Metro-<>wned, Metrolink-operated
trackage runs to Los Angeles Union Station (LAUS) and connects with Metrolink lines running to Ventura
County, San Bernardino County, Riverside County, and the Antelope Valley. A schematic of connections
at the north end of the Subdivision appears as Figure 1-2.

At the south end, Harbor Subdivision trackage passes through the BNSF Watson Yard facilities and
connects the Watson Yard to the Alameda Corridor.
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CHAPTER 1 - EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS

ABILITY OF RIGHT-OF-WAY TO ACCOMMODATE TRANSIT

Modal Options Studied
Th<=r<= w<=r<= six transit modes initially consid<=r<=d as part of th<= Harbor Subdivision Transit Analysis. Th<=
six mod<=s studi<=d ar<= listM ~low:

• FRA Compatibl<= DMUs, similar to thos<= in op<=ration on th<= South Florida Tri-Rail commut<=r rail
syS[<=m. Thes<= can shar<= track with fr<=ight trains and conv<=ntional pass<=ng<=r trains.

• Non FRA Compatibl<= DMUs, lih thos<= plann<=d for th<= Oe<=anside-Escondido Sprint<=r s<=rvic<=.
Thes<= do not comply with FRA crashworthiness standards for op<=tation on track shar<=d with fr<=ight
and conv<=ntional pass<=nger trains. Thes<= can only shar<= track with fr<=igh[ trains and conventional
pass<=nger trains on a time-s<=paratM basis.

• Light Rail Transit (LRl), like [h<= M<=tro Blue Line.

• Heavy Rail, lik<= th<= M<=tro R<=d Lin<=.

• Bus Rapid Transit (BRl).like [h<= Metro Orang<= Lin<=.

• M<=tro Rapid <=xpress bus s<=rvic<=.

Excess right-of-way is not a featur<= of th<= Harbor Subdivision. How~r, with the eJl:ception of Heavy Rail,
all of th<= modes can be: impl<=m<=nt<=d with at moS[ comparatively minor propc:rty acquisitions, although
som<= would r<=quir<= t<=mporal s<=paration of fr<=ight and transit mod<=s in a portion of th<= Subdivision. As a
result of the Surface Environm<=ntal Constraints analysis in Chapter 2, H<=avy Rail was dropp<=d from
furth<=r consid<=ration; d<=ploym<=nt of Heavy Rail would fac<= th<= gr<=atest numbe:r of such constraints,
particularly right-of-way constraints. Also, BRT was assum<=d to run on both its own fixed guideway syst<=m
as wdl as city strew, thus comprising <=l<=ments of both BRT and M<=tro Rapid s<=rvic<=. Accordingly, Metro
Rapid s<=rvic<= fa se was dropped from further consideration.

Width Requirements of Modes Studied
Whil<= som<= portions of the Harbor Subdivision right-of-way are of ample width to accommodate both a
freight rail line and an adjacent transit facility, other segments are so restricted that BNSF and transit
operations could not operate simultaneously unless either additional right-of-way were acquired to make
construction and operation feasibl<=, or innovative solutions wer<= adopted. Table 1-6 shows ideal minimum
right-of-way requirements for the various modes studied for the Harbor Subdivision. The table repres<=nts
just the right-of-way s<=ction, and does not aUow for any station platforms, parking or bus loading zones, or
other special f<=atur<=s such as storage tracks and passing tracks thal might be: necessary for railroad and
transit opc:rations.

While the tabl<= shows minimum right-of-way widths for the various combinations of rail and transit use,
gr<=ater widths might be: required in specific locations. For exampl<=, a BRT or LRT system may ne<=<:!
additional width at grad<= crossings with local str<=ets, to accommodat<= safety d<=vices such as automatic gat<=s
and nashers. Additional width may be: n<=eessary for adequate sight distanc<=s on curves. Railroad and
transit signalization may r<=<}uir<= additional width, and pochts or turnouts for disabl<=d or maintenance
v<=hicles will ~ in addition to the minimum widths shown.
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CHAPTER 1 - EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS

Table 1-6
Ideal Minimum ReQuired Ri~ht-of-WayWidths

U" Minimum Minimum Width with
Width Sidim:

Fr~ight 40 ft. 55 ft. for Siding
Railroad
Freight Rail with FRA 40 ft. 55 ft. for Siding
Compliant DMUs on Sam~

Track
Fr~jght Rail with Non FRA 40 ft. 55 ft. for Siding
Compliant DMUs with
T~mporal S~paration (i.~. Sam~

Track' Diff~rent Tim~)
Fuight Rail with Non FRA 65 ft. 80 ft. for Siding
Compliant DMUs with Spatial
S~Daration (i.~. S~Darat~ Track)
Freight Rail Using LRT Tracks 45 ft. 60 ft. for Siding
with T~mnoral S~naration

Freight Rail with 70 ft. 85 ft. for Siding
Light Rail (LR1) with Spatial
S~paration

Fr~ight Rail with Two-lan~ 70 ft. 85 ft. for Siding
Buswav (BRT and M~tro Rapid)

Fr~ight with H~a~v~ail 70 n. 85 ft. for Siding
(Elevatro or Subwa
Sourc~s; M~tro. Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BAR and WSA

Table 1-7 shows areas wh~re the various modes would encounter right-of-way constraints. potentially
triggering right-of-way acquisition.
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CHAPTER 1 - EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS

Table 1-7
Harbor Subdivision RiRht-of-Wav Constraints ~r Transit Modes Studied

Subdivision Segment Mileposts FRA Non FRA LRT Heavy Rail BRT and
Compliant Compliant Metro Rapid

DMU DMU
1. Harbor et. - 37th O.()().().69 X X X X
2. 37"'-Santa Fe 0.69-2.05 X
3. Santa Fe - Avalon 2.054.06 X X
4. Avalon -Western 4.06-6.60 X X
S. Western - Crenshaw 6.60-8.03 X X
6 Crenshaw - Manchener 8.03-11.11 X
7 Manchester - 1-105 11.11-13.11 X X X
81-105 - El See:undo 13.11-14.13 X X X X
9 El See:undo - Rosecrans 14.13-1S.4J X X X X
10 Rosecrans· Mhtn. Beach 15.41-16.87
11 Mhtn. Beach _ 190111 16.87-19.03
12 190'" - Vermont 19.03--24.42 X X X X
13 Vermont - Watson Yard 24.42-26.36
Source: BNSF Track Charts

Heavy Rail transit, such as the Metro Red Line, requires a grade separated trackway because of the third rail
power system. Either elevated or subway sections could be accommodated in a 70-foot right-of-way, but if
there were transitions betv.·een the two designs, additional right<lf.way might be required.

The current freight operation could co-exist with an FRA Compliant DMU operation on the same track
throughout the length of the Harbor Subdivision. Three track segments at the northerly end of the line
have substandard width of only 30 feet, but could accommodate transit operations on the same track. The
DMU operation would need to be of a low frequency nature, probably with not more than one train every
30 minutes in each direction during the peak commute periods or, alternatively, a directional service,
thereby avoiding the need for building a second track and the potential acquisition of right-of-way. With
two-way service at headways less than 30 minutes, the n~d for frequent sidings becomes necessary. With
frequencies of about 20 minutes, the necessary passing sidings become so close to each other that
construction of a second track is a more practical solution. With any type of operation other than a few
passenger trains during peak hours only, the freight service would need to be operated only at night to
avoid delays.

If Non FRA Compatible equipment and temporal separation of the freight service were not possible, a
separate track would be required for the DMU service, with a minimum 65-foot right<lf-way. This would
be challenging north of Douglas Street because most of the right-of-way is 60 foot or less in width. If
temporal separation were possible, the minimum right<lf-way of 40 feet would be required.

Similarly, the restricted right<lf-way widths north of Douglas Street might preclude the remaining options
of a BRT two-lane busway, LRT double tracks, or Heavy Rail elevated tracks, but these could easily be
provided in the right<lf-way south of Douglas Sueet.

Operation of any transit option on the Harbor Subdivision raises concerns for the design of signalization
and protective equipment at the grade crossings. No train control wayside signalization exists along the
length of the Subdivision, and crossing warning devices are both decades old and geared for a slow moving
freight operation only. Traffic .signals would need to be coordinated with the grade crossing protection to
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CHAPTER 1 ~ EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS

ensure that the rail (or busway) right-of~way would be dear of vehicles stopped for Slauson Avenue well
before the approach of a train or bus.

Innovative Solutions to Right-of-Way Width Challenges
By varying assumptions on train frequency, route, termini, and freight train operational patterns, most of
the right-of-way width challenges can be overcome. For example, if freight trains betw~n the Metro Blue
Line crossing of the Harbor Subdivision at Long Beach Avenue (MP 2.81) and the Metro Green Line
crossing at Imperial Highway (MP 13.13) were restricted to a late night/early morning window, then it is
conceivable LRT !rains and freight trains could use a new double track facility bt:tween those points,
eliminating the need for additional new right-of-way. Also, a two-lane BRT busway could bt: paved around
freight track (much line a street car track) with signal protection and/or temporal separation of infrequent
rail service. More detail on such solutions for DMUs, LRT and BRT options appears in later chapters of
this analysis. As noted, the one exception is Heavy Rail, whose elevated structures have a footprint which
would exceed the available right-of~way in numerous locations.

It is worth remembering that the widths cited in Table 1-6 are ideal minimum widths. Indeed Metrolink
operates today with double track in segments of its own right-of-way on the San Bernardino Line that are
less than 40 feet.

IMPROVEMENTS NECESSARY FOR TRANSIT USE

For continuro freight operations alone, few improvements are required on the Harbor Subdivision other
than maintenance of me track structure consistent with the minimal level of train operations.

Transit options that involve providing the mnsit on a separate track or guideway parallel to parts or all of
me Harbor Subdivision (Non FAA Compliant DMUs, LRT, Heavy Rail, and BRT) obviously will require
totally new facilities, meeting all current standards for the transit operations. If the options involve
frequent operation of trains or buses, the volumes will probably trigger the need for additional grade
separations to avoid delays to both transit and vehicular traffic, as well as to provide an acceptable level of
safety. In addition to the transit trackage or guideway, these options are likely to require shifting of the
current freight track to one side of the available right-of-way, in order to make room for both rail freight
and transit lines. Anyplace this shift is greater than a few feet will mean reconstruction of the freight track
with new or used materials, and at a standard consistent with the planned continued freight operation.

Transit options that involve use of the existing freight track, such as FRA Compliant DMU operations, will
require reconstruction of the freight track to accommodate the higher speeds of the passenger service. On a
non--signaled railroad, operating speeds up to 60 mph are permitted on Class 3 track. Where current track
consists of lIS-pound per linear yard rail or greater, existing rail can be used. However, substantial
portions of the Harbor Subdivision have rail of Il2-pound weight (too light for passenger use), and much
of this was installro about 40 years ago. Thus, it is reasonable to assume mat most of the rail will nero
replacement even for low frequency DMU operations. This analysis estimates that, based on available data
on BNSF track charts, 100 percent replacement would bt: required for approximately 18 miles of freight
track in the six segments shown in Table 1-8. For DMU operations on freight track, this analysis assumes
that freight track would be rebuilt to Class 4 standards with wayside signals, allowing for a maximum speed
0£80 mph.
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CHAPTER 1 - EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS

Table 1-8
100 Percent Track Reolacement

Milepmt 0.0 to 1.8: Harbor 'unction to 55110 Street
Mileoost 2.3 to 10.9: 2001 Street to west ofHindrv Avenue
MileooSl 12.4 to 16.8: South of 104'" Street to south of lnr:lewood Avenue
Milepost 17.1 to 18.4: South of 116· Street to south of 182'" Street
Mileoost 18.7 to 20.0: North end ofAlcoa Yard in Torrance
Sources: BNSF Track Charts and WSA

If freight track were used for DMU operations, ties and ballast also will require renewal, with an estimated
60 percent of the tics requiring replacement where track is not changed out, and 100 percent renewal where
new track is installed. Again, based on data contained in the track charts, it appears that 100 percent tic
replacement would be required from milepost 0.00 (Harbor Junction) to 13.00 (south of 111'" Street), and
60 percent replacement from milepost 13.00 (south of 111'" Street) to 20.00 (north end of Alcoa Yard).

A 100 percent replacement of track, ties, and ballast also would be needed at track transition locations,
where there arc changes in the track support structure such as at bridges, grade crossings, turnouts, and
crossings of other rail lines. These locations present greater stress and replacement would be necessary for
ride quality, safety, and reduction of long term maintenance costs. There arc approximately 30 turnouts
(switches) along the Harbor Subdivision. Some of these might be removed if they are no longer needed for
access to local industrial users. In addition, there are railroad grade crossings at milepost 2.80 (UP at Long
Beach Avenue) and at milepost 14.63 (also UP at Douglas Str~t) that would require replacement and
interlocking signals (signals that control the rail·ta.rail crossing). Grade crossings would need to be rebuilt
to standards per Title 49 CFR Part 234 Grade Crossing Signal Safety.

All of the options, other than freight-only use and Heavy Rail transit on elevated or underground
guideways, will trigger a complete need to upgrade and retime the flashing lights, automatic gates, and
other protective devices at grade crossings, and install wayside signals .. The primary need is to rctime the
operation of the lights and gates to reflect the higher transit vehicle speeds. However, since many of the
options will require shifting of the freight track and construction of totally new transit tracks, the lights
and gates will need to be relocated outward within the right-of-way and will probably require all new
installations.

SUMMARY

The Harbor Subdivision presents an opportunity for transit usc, but not without significant improvements.
All options under analysis would require new facilities, and all at-grade options would require new grade
crossing protection devices. Some street closures may be prudent to enhance safety, but street closures JHT
u were not part of this analysis. Because at-grade transit options, both rail and bus, would traverse existing
crossings in a matter of seconds, it is not likely that any of thes~ options will trigger th~ need for grade
separations.
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Chapter 2
SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

INTRODUCTION
This chapter evaluates the surface environmental constraints inherent in implementing various transit
modes on Metro's Harbor Subdivision for transit service. Spttifically, surface environmental constraints
include:

• Noise and Vibration Impat:/l: Noise and vibration sensitive land uses are locations where people
reside or where the presence of unwanted sound could have adverse affects. Land uses such as
residences, schools, hospitals, guest lodging, libraries, and some passive recreation areas would be
considered noise and vibration sensitive and thus constraints, which may warrant measures for
protection from intruding noise and vibration. For this analysis, the potential for a noise and
vibration impact is not dependent on the number of receptors: a noise constraint to just one
residence is a noise constraint.

• Park and Recreational Facilities: For purposes of this analysis, any City, County, or State
designated park or recreation area located adjacent to the rail corridor may be considered an
environmental constraint, which may preclude the potential acquisition of right-of-way.

• Right-o.fWay Width RutriaionJ: These restrictions penain to areas where the existing right-of-way
is insufficient to accommodate joint transit and freight rail uses. In such locations, acquisition of
right-of-way may be required.

• Elevated Stnu:tureJ: These would include a freeway overcrossing of the Harbor Subdivision, which
would be a constraint for a grade separated, devated Heavy Ra.illine (defined in the next section)
running along the subdivision. The overcrossing would force the Heavy Rail line to either return to
grade or pass under the overcrossing in a subway.

• Cultural ReJourcu: For the purpose of this analysis, any City, County, or State designated historic
resources located adjacent to the rail corridor may be considered an environmental constraint,
precluding the potential acquisition of right-of-way.

• ViJual ComtTaintJ: An elevated railway structure may be incompatible with the visual setting and
considered a visual constraint in segments of the Harbor Subdivision. For industrial areas, an
elevated railway structure would be consistent with the visual quality of the surrounding area and
not present a visual constraint. Industrial areas tend to be more urbanized and tolerant of differing
types of devdopments. Many of the industrial areas along the Harbor Subdivision presently contain
devated structures. Ho\\-ever, areas containing parks, designated cultural resources, and residential
land uses may not be compatible with devated railway structures. An devated Heavy Rail line may
acl as a physicaJ divide and affect me visual quality of the setting and also a divide of residential
areas. Parks and designated cultural resources are areas where natural beauty is emphasized. In such
places, devated rail structures may affect the visual setting.

• Safity Concerm: For this analysis, a safety constraint mostly pertains to a clustering of residences
where pedestrians frequently walk on the right-of-way. At-grade crossings per se are not considered
safety constraints, as this analysis assumes crossings will have the highest levd of protection and
warning devices, i.e. automatic gates and flashing lights. Also, Federal Aviation Administration
warnings of Light Rail Transit (defined in the next section) or elevated Heavy Rail near airport
runways would amount to safety constraints.
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CHAPTER 2 - SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

MODAL OPTIONS CONSIDERED

This analysis considered potential surface environmental constraints relative to the five transit modes which
potentially could be deployed on the Harbor Subdivision. These modes and the basic assumptions for
their deployment are:

• FRA Compliant Diesel Multiple Units (DMUs) - These are self-propelled rail cars that comply
with FRA crashworthiness standards for operation on track shared with freight and conventional
passenger rail equipment.

• Non FRA Compliant Diesel Multiple Units (DMUs) - These are DMUs that do not conform to
the FRA crashwonhiness standards for o~ration on a track shared with freight and conventional
passenger rail equipment. Such equipment could only operate on the Harbor Subdivision on track
separated from those used for freight operations (spatial separation), or on a time-separated basis
(temporal separation).

• Light Rail Transit (LRT) - Like the Metro Blue Line, this mode would require new double track
and an overhead contact (catenary) S)'5tem. Freight trains can use LRT track, but only on a time
separated basis; otherwise, two separate facilities would be. required.

• Heavy Rail - Heavy Rail service, like the Metro Red Line, would require a grade-separated, elevated
track or a subway.

• Blls Rapid Transit (BRr) - Like the Metro Orange Line, BRT is characterized by its own right-of
way, separate from streets, arterials and highways, with its own stations and potentially its own
equipment. It could operate on city streets, similar to Metro Rapid bus service.

~

Metro Rapid bus service is characterized by frequent service, fewer stOpS versus regular service, color coded
buses, enhanced stations with on-line information systems, bus priority at traffic signals and low floor
equipment. Metro Rapid operates on city streets, rather than on a fixed guideway as does the Metro
Orange Line BRT system. For this analysis, the BRT option would also operate for part of its route on city
streets, like Metro Rapid service. Thus, the BRT option in this analysis comprises elements of both Metro
BRT service and Metro Rapid bus service.

A conventional commuter rail service, as provided by the Southern California Regional Rail Authority's
Metrolink operation, uses locomotive-hauled trainsets which can be operated bi-directionally. Metrolink
cars are bi-level cars, maximizing passenger carrying capacity. These trainsets are typically much heavier
and longer than OMU trainsets, and generate greater noise and vibration impacts. This analysis used
OM Us to represent a commuter rail service operation.

FREIGHT RAIL SERVICE AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TRANSIT MODES

This analysis assumed that BNSF would continue to operate freight rail service on all portions of the
Harbor Subdivision indefmitely into the future. Accordingly, BNSF would need access to aU portions of
the line, even to those which are unused or lightly used now. At the same time, where BNSF traffic is
lighter or nonexistent, this analysis assumed that the freight traffic could be shifted to a late night/early
morning window, freeing the right-of-way for transit use during most of the day. Specifically:

• Between Harbor Junction (near 25th Street and Santa Fe Avenue) and Malabar Yard (between Pacific
Boulevard and 52nd Strf('t), where BNSF trains operate 5 days a wttk, the trains would retain their
current operating patterns.
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CHAPTER 2· SURfACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

• Between Malabar Yard and Interstate 105 (1-105), where BNSF trains operate thrice weekly or less, the
trains would operate in a late night/early morning window, assuming deployment of Non FRA
Compliant OM Us, LRT and BRT.

• Betw~n 1-105 and Warson Yard (near Wilmington Avenue and Lomita Boulevard), where BNSF
trains are more frequent, the trains would retain their current operating patterns.

Assumptions used for the evaluation of surface environmental constraints relative to the various modal
options included the following. For all options, a southern terminus on Sepulveda Boulevard was included
for planning purposes. Specific locations for termini and intermediate st:nions would require funher
analysis and discussions with local planning authorities.

• FRA Compliant DMUs would operate on the Harbor Subdivision between 25th Street in Los
Angeles and Sepulveda Boulevard in Torrance. They would havt a new connection to Los Angeles
Union Station (LAUS) via a flyover of the Alameda Corridor and BNSF mainline tracks to
Metrolink-controlled tracks adjacent to the Los Angeles River. The DMUs would share track with
BNSF freight trains on the Harbor Subdivision.

• Non FRA Compliant DMUs would operate between the Metro Blue Line crossing (connection to
the Blue Line) and Sepulveda Boulevard in Torrance. The DMUs would share track with BNSF
freight trains between the Metro Blue Line crossing and the Metro Green Line crossing. given that
the BNSF freight trains operate only during a light night/early morning window in this area. They
would operate on a separate facility apart from the BNSF freight tracks south of the Green Line
crossing.

• LRT would have a northern terminus at the 7th Street/Metro Center Station in downtown Los
Angeles, but would operate on the Harbor Subdivision between the Metro Blue Line crossing and
Sepulveda Boulevard in Torrance. LRT would also share track with BNSF freight trains between the
Metro Blue Line crossing and the Metro Green Line crossing, given that the BNSF freight trains
operate only during a light night/early morning window in this area. They would operate on a
separate facility apart from BNSF freight tracks south of the Metro Gr~n Line crossing.

• Heavy Rail would operate on the Harbor Subdivision between 25th Street in Los Angeles to the
Galleria in Torrance. It would have a connection to LAUS, though the route and cost for such is
not specified in this report. Heavy Rail would be grade-separated from motor vehicle traffic and
have a separate facility from BNSF freight tracks.

• BRr would operate only in portions of the Harbor Subdivision between the Metro Blue Line
crossing (connection to the Metro Blue Line) and Sepulveda Boulevard in Torrance. The portions
that would use the right-of-way are between the Metro Blue Line crossing and Manchester Boulevard
and Aviation Boulevard and between Rosecrans Avenue and 182nd Street. Between the Metro Blue
Line crossing and Manchester Boulevard, where the right-of-way is insufficient to accommodate
separate busways and a freight rail track, the freight rail track would be embedded in the busways;
freight trains would be restricted to a late night/early morning window in this segment. For the
remaining segments of the route, BRT would operate on city streets, as does the Metro Rapid service.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS BY SEGMENT

This analysis considered the surface environmental constraints relative to the fivt modal options cited
above on the 26.36 miles of the Harbor Subdivision owned by Metro.
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CHAPTER 2 - SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

Because of the length of the Metro-owned line portion and the varied surrounding land uses, this analysis
assesses the corridor by 13 segments. The segments were identified by two considerations: the potential
station locations for the transit modes and changes in land uses.

The analysis team visited each segment and utilized previous reports (see Appendix D) and other available
information for the following assessments.

1. Harbor Junction to 37th Street
This segment is entirely within the City of Vernon. The nonhern terminus of the Subdivision and the
junction with the BNSF east-west Transcon mainline is near the Los Angeles River. This area is well-suited
to accommodate transit traffic. The land uses are primarily industrial and transportation-related. Only
right-of-way constraints were noted. Using this segment would be FRA Compliant DMUs and Heavy Rail.

Possible Sensitive Noise and Vibration Constraints: None.

Possible Park and Recreation Constraints: None.

Possible Right-o.fWay Constraints: Portions of this right-of-way are about 40 feet In width, which is
insufficient for Heavy Rail and freight rail operations.

Possible Elevated Structures Constraints: None.

Possible Cultural Resources Constraints: None.

Possible Visual Constraints: None.

Possible Safity Constraints: None.

2. 37th Street to Slauson Avenue
This segment is entirely within the City of Vernon. This area is also highly compatible for transit use. The
land uses are primarily industrial and commercial. Only right-of-way constraints were noted. Using this
segment would be FRA Compliant DMUs and Heavy Rail.

Possible Sensitive Noise and Vibration Constraints: None.

Possible Park and Recreation Constraints: None.

Possible Right·o.fWay Constraints: Portions of this right-of-way are about 40 feet In width, which IS

insufficient for Heavy Rail and freight rail operations.

Possible Elevated Structures Constraints: None.

Possible Cultural Resources Constraints: None.

Possible Visual Constraints: None.

Possible Safety Constraints: None.
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CHAPTER 2 - SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

3. Santa Fe Avenue / Slauson Avenue to Avalon Boulevard
Th~ s~gm~nt trav~rs~ portions ofth~ Cities ofV~rnon and Los Angeles. Num~rous surfac~ ~nvironm~ntal

constraints w~r~ id~ntifi~d in this segm~nt. FRA Compliant DMU, Non FRA Compliant DMU, LRT,
H~avy Rail, and BRT modes would us~ ~ith~r part or all of this s~gm~nt.

POHible Sensitive Noill and Vibration Constraints: Th~ following areas adjac~nt to th~ rail corridor
contain nois~ and vibration sensitive land uses:

• Augustus Hawkins Natural Park, locat~d adjac~nt to th~ rail corridor at Slauson Avenu~ betw~en

Fortuna Street and Compton Avenu~.

• The Los Angeles Academy Middle Schoollocat~d adjacent to th~ rail corridor betw~~n Avalon
Boulevard and Paloma Avenue.

• Avalon Memorial Medical located at Avalon Boulevard on the south side of the rail corridor.

With the Non FRA Compliant DMU, LRT and BRT modes, the thrice we~kly freight rail service will be
pushed to a nighttime window. The nighttim~ freight operations will trigger gr~at~r potential impacts to
nois~ and vibration sensitiv~ land uses as opposed to daytime operations. Also, LRT, Heavy Rail, and BRT
would require major construction, triggering short-t~rm nois~ impacts.

POHible Park and Recreation Comtraints: Overall, th~ rail corridor is located in a highly built~ut urban
setting. Park and open spac~ and recreational options are limited to a few areas along th~ 26.36-mile
corridor. In this segm~nt, one park aists:

• Augustus Hawkins Natural Park, adjac~nt to the rail corridor at Slauson Avenue betw~n Fortuna
SII~t and Compton Avenu~.

The DMU alternatives can be implem~nted within the existing right-of-way, without possibl~ right-of-way
acquisition from parkland. This is true for LRT and BRT, as freight tracks can be added betw~n LRT
double track or within th~ two-Ian~ busway for short s~gm~nu. This would not be the case for Heavy Rail.

POHib!e Right~o.fWay Comtra;nlJ: The rail corridor right-of-way in this segment is limit~d to 30 f~t in a
few sections. This limited amount of right-of-way is a constraint for H~avy Rail with the continued
operation of freight rail service.

POJJibie Elevated Structures Constraints: Heavy Rail on an elevated structure would be constrained by
the presence of the Blue Line overerossing at Slauson Avenue and Long Beach Av~nue. The constraint
might be avoided by placing th~ H~avy Rail option in a subway.

Possible Cultural Resourus Constraints: Non~.

POJJibie Visual Comtraints: Non~.

Possible Safety Constraints: None.

4. Avalon Boulevard to Western Avenue (Slauson and Western area)
This segment is within th~ City of Los Angeles. Num~rous surfae~ environm~ntal constraints were
identifi~d. FRA Compliant DMU, Non FRA Compliant DMU, LRT, Heavy Rail, and BRT modes would
use this segment.
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CHAPTER 2 - SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

Possible Sensitive Noise and Vibration Constraints: The following areas adjacent to the rail corridor
contain noise and vibration sensitive land uses:

• Residences adjacent to the rail corridor and located from Main Street to Western Avenue.

With the Non FRA Compliant DMU, LRT and BRT modes, the thrice weekly freight rail service will be
pushed to a nighttime window. The nighttime freight operations will trigger greater potential impacts to
noise and vibration sensitive land uses as opposed to daytime operations. Also, LRT, Heavy Rail, and BRT
would require major construction, triggering short-term noise impacts.

Possible Park and Rureation Constraints: None.

Possible Rigbt-o.fWay Constraints: The rail corridor right-of-way in this segment is limited to 30 feet in a
few s«:tions. This limited amount of right-of-way is a constraint for Heavy Rail with the continued
operation of freight rail service.

Possible Saftty Constraints: None_

Possible Elevated Structures Constraints: Elevated Heavy Rail would be constrained by the presence of the
Interstate 110 (1-110) Freeway overcrossing.

Possible Cultural Resources Constraints: None.

Possible Visual Constraints: None.

Possible Saftty Constraints: None.

S. Western Avenue to Crenshaw Boulevard
This segment is within the City of Los Angeles. Numerous surface environmental constraints were
identified. FRA Compliant DMU, Non FRA Compliant DMU, LRT, Heavy Rail, and BRT modes would
use this segment.

Possible Sensitive Noise and Vibration Constraints: TIle following areas adjacent to the rail corridor
contain noise and vibration sensitive land uses:

• A few residences located less than 100 feet from the rail corridor at Wilton Street.

• Residences located across from Hyde Park Boulevard between Fourth Avenue and Sevent~ Avenue.

• Residences located adjacent to the rail corridor at 66th Place and 11th Avenue.

• Hyde Park Elementary School located near Hyde Park and Eighth Avenue.

With the Non FRA Compliant DMU, LRT and BRT modes, the thrice weekly freight rail service will be
pushed to a nighttime window. The nighttime freight operations will trigger greater potential impacts to
noise and vibration sensitive land uses as opposed to daytime operations. Also, LRT, Heavy RaiJ, and BRT
would require major construction, triggering short-term noise impacts.

Possible Park and Recreation Constraints: None.
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CHAPTER 2 - SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

POHibie Right-of-Way Constraints: The rail corridor right-of-way at one point is limited to 30 feet. This
limited amount of right-of-way is a constraint for Heavy Rail with the continued operation of freight rail
servICe.

POHible Elevated Structures Constraints: None.

Possible Cultural Resources Constraints: None.

Possible Visual Constraints: The elevated Heavy Rail alternative is less desi.rable in this area. The presence
of residential land uses presents a visual constraint for an elevated Heavy Rail structure.

Possible Safety Constraints: None.

6. Crenshaw Boulevard to Manchester Boulevard/Aviation Boulevard
This segment is within the Cities of Los Angeles and Inglewood. Numerous surface environmental
constraints were identified. FRA Compliant DMU, Non FRA Compliant DMU, LRT, Heavy Rail, and
BRT modes would use this segment.

Possible Sensitive Noise and Vibration Constraints: The following areas adjacent to the rail corridor
contain noise and vibration sensitive land uses:

• Inglewood Park Cemetery located across Florence Avenue.

• Edward Vincent Park, formerly known as Centinela Park, located at Centinela Avenue and Florence
Avenue.

With the Non FRA Compliant DMU, LRT and BRT modes, the thrice weekly freight rail service will be
pushed to a nighttime window in this segment. The nighttime freight operations will trigger greater
potential impacts to noise and vibration sensitive land uses as opposed to daytime operations. Also, LRT,
Heavy Rail, and BRT would require major construction, triggering short-term noise impacts.

Possible Park and Recreation Constraints: Edward Vincent Park is located adjacent to the rail corridor.
The rail corridor right-of-way is timited mostly to 50 feet. This limited amount of right-of-way is a
constraint for implementation of Heavy Rail with the continued operation of freight rail service. The
DMU, LRT, and BRT alternatives could operate within the existing right-of-way. Acquisition of new right
of-way could be required for Heavy Rail. Such acquisition could impact parkland.

Possible Right-of-Way Constraints: The rail corridor right-of-way is limited mostly to 50 feet. This
limited amount of right-of-way is a constraint for implementation of Heavy Rail with the continued
operation of freight rail service.

Possible Elevated Structures Constraints: None.

Possible Cultural Resources Constraints: According to the Crenshaw-Prairie Transit Corridor Major
Investment Study, Centinela Springs is a California Historic Landmark located in this area. It is located
inside Edward Vincent Park, which is adjacent to the right-of-way. Heavy Rail may require right-of-way
acquisition, which could impact Centinela Springs.
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CHAPTER 2 - SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

Possible Visual COtutTaints: The elevated Heavy Rail alternative is less desirable in this area. The presence
of park, cultural resource, and residential land uses presents a visual constraint for an elevated Heavy Rail
structure.

Possible Safity Comtraints: None.

7. Manchester Boulevard/Aviation Boulevard to 1-105 (Imperial Highway)
This segment runs through portions of the Cities of Los Angeles and Inglewood. This area is well-suited to
accommodate transit traffic. The land uses are primarily industrial and transportation~related.. Still,
numerous surface environmental constraints were identified. FRA Compliant DMU. Non FRA Compliant
DMU, LRT, and Heavy Rail modes would use this segment.

Possible Sensitive Noise and Vibration Constraints: The Century Boulevard overcrossing is only a single
track overcrossing. Both of the DMU alternatives could operate on the existing single track; LRT and
Heavy Rail could not. Implementing LRT and Heavy Rail here would require major construction,
triggering short-term noise and vibration impacts.

Possible Park and Recreation Constraints: None.

Possible Rigbt-oj.Wtly Comtrtlints: As there is only a single track viaduct over Century Boulevard; LRT
and Heavy Rail would require new facilities to cross Century Boulevard. While the LRT improvements
could be implemenred within the existing rigbt-of-way. Heavy Rail would require additional right-of-way.

Possible Elevated Strut:ture Cons/rtlints: Heavy Rail may be constrained by the devated portion of
Interstate 105 (1-105), and also the elevated portion of the Green Line. This constraint might be avoided by
placing the Heavy Rail option in a subway.

Possible Cultural Resouras Constraints: None.

Possible Visual Constraints: None.

Possible Safity Comtrabtls: Implementing LRT and Heavy Rail would require below-grade construction
along the airport itself. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has previously expressed concerns of
electromagnetic interference of the Green Line's overhead contact (catenary) system (OCS) with airport
navigational aids and intrusion of the rail guideway and OCS into the runway protection zones for
Runways 25L and 25R. To avoid these potential conflicts, LRT and Heavy Rail would likely have to
operate in a subway or a trench alignment east of the runways.

8. 1-105 to El Segundo Boulevard
This segment runs through portions of the Cities of Los Angdes and EI Segundo. The land uses in this
area are primarily industrial and transportation-related. Still, numerous surface environmental constraints
were identified. FRA Compliant DMU, Non FRA Compliant DMU, LRT, and Heavy Rail modes would
use this segment.

As previously noted, from 1-105 south to Watson Yard, this analysis assumed that freight rail service is
frequent enough that it cannot be pushed to a late night/early morning window. Accordingly, it assumed
spatial separation for Non FRA Compliant DMUs, LRT and BRT, along with the requisite rights-of-way
widths. Heavy Rail would also have a separate facility.
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CHAPTER Z - SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

Possible Sensitive Noise and Vibration Constraints: The only noise and vibration sensitive land uses are
residences located across North Aviation Boulevard between 118th Street and 124th Street. LRT and Heavy
Rail would require major construction, triggering shorHerm noise impacts.

Possible Park and Recreation Constraints: None.

Possible Right-oj-Way Constraints: This segment has a right-of-way width of 60 feet. This limited
amount of right-of-way is a constraint for Heavy Rail with the continued operation of freight rail service.

Possible Elevated Structures Constraints: None.

Possible Cultural Resources Constraints: None.

Possible Visual Constraints: None.

Possible Safety Constraints: None.

9. E1 Segundo: El Segundo Boulevard to Rosecrans Avenue
This segment is in the City of El Segundo. This area is well-suited to accommodate all modes. The land
uses in this area are primarily industrial and transportation-related. Still, numerous surface environmental
constraints were identified. FRA Compliant DMU, Non FRA Compliant DMU. LRT, and Heavy Rail
modes would use this segment. .

Possible Sensitive Noise and Vibration Constraints: None.

Possible Park and Recreation Constraints: None.

Possible Right~oj-Way Constraints: This segment has a right-of-way width as narrow as 60 feet in some
locations. This limited amount of right-of-way is a constraint for Heavy Rail with the continued operation
of fr~ight rail service.

Possible Elevated Structures Constraints: Elevated Heavy Rail may be constrained by the proximity of the
elevated ponion of the Metro Green Line and the presence of the Rosecrans Avenue and Aviation
Boulevard underpass.

Possible Cultural Resources Constraints: None.

Possible Visual Constraints: None.

Possible Safety Constraints: None.

10. Rosecrans Avenue to Manhattan Beach Boulevard
This segment runs through portions of the Cities of Hawthorne, Redondo Beach and Lawndale. This area
is also well-suited to all modes. The land uses in this area are primarily commercial.

Possible Sensitive Noise and Vibration Constraints: None.

Possible Park and Recreation Constraints: None.
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CHAPTER 2 - SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

Possible Right-o.f Way Comtraints: None.

Possible Elevated Structures Constraints: Elevated Heavy Rail may be constrained by the proximity of the
elevated portion of the Metro Green Line and the presence of the Rosecrans Avenue and Aviation
Boulevard underpass.

Possible Cultural Resources Constraints: None.

Possible Visual Constraints: None.

Possible Safety Constraints: None.

11. Manha ttan Beach Boulevard to 190th Street
This segment runs through portions of the Cities of Lawndale, Redondo Beach, and Torrance. Numerous
surface environmental constraints were identified. FRA Compliant DMU, Non FRA Compliant DMU,
LRT, Heavy Rail and BRT modes would use this segment.

Possible Sensitive Noise and Vibration Constraints: The following areas adjacent to the rail corridor
contain noise and vibration sensitive land uses:

• Residences located adjacent to both sides of the rail corridor starting at 159th Street and continuing
to 162nd Street,

• Residences located on the east side of the rail corridor between 162nd Street and 170th Street.

• Residences located on both sides of the rail corridor from 170lh Street to Artesia Boulevard.

• Pacific Crest Cemetery located on Grant Avenue and Inglewood Avenue.

• El Nido Park located at 182nd Street and Kingsdale Avenue.

• Residences located on the west side of the rail corridor between 182nd Street and Spreckels Court.

• A sensitive receptor, a medical building, located at Hawthorne Boulevard and 190th Street.

Non FRA Compliant DMU, LRT, Heavy Rail, and BRT alternatives will require major construction,
triggering short-term impacts to noise and vibration sensitive land uses through this segment.

Possible Park and Recreation Comtraints: None.

Possible Right-o.f Way Constraints: None.

Possible Elevated Structures Constraints: None.

Possible Cultural Resources Constraints: None.

Possible Visual Constraints: An elevated Heavy Rail alternative is less desirable in this area. The presence
of park and residential land uses in this segment presents a visual constraint for an elevated Heavy Rail
structure.

Possible Safety Constraints: This area has numerous residences located adjacent to both sides of the rail
corridor. Residents can be observed crossing the tracks on foot on a frequent basis. With the exception of
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CHAPTER 2 - SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

Heavy Rail, all of the modal alternatives could result in increased safety concerns. Heavy Rail, which is
grade separated, would have the least amount of safety issues from residents crossing the tracks.

12. 190th Street to Vermont Avenue
This segment runs through portions of the Cities of Torrance and the County of Los Angeles. Numerous
surface environmental constraints were identified. FAA Compliant DMU, Non FRA Compliant DMU,
and LRT modes would use this segment.

Possible Sensitive Noise and Vibration Constraints: The following areas adjacent to the rail corridor
contain noise and vibration sensitive land uses:

• Residences located on both sides of the rail corridor from Crenshaw Boulevard to West Carson
Street.

• Nativity Catholic School located adjacent to the rail corridor at West Carson Street.

• Torrance High School located within 400 feet of the rail corridor.

• Wilson Park and Torrance Elementary School located adjacent to the corridor at Washington
Avenue.

• Torrance Park located at Arlington Avenue.

• Residences located on both sides of the rail corridor from Cabrillo Avenue to Sepulveda Boulevard.

• Residences located on the southwest side of the rail corridor between Walnut Street and Western
Avenue.

• Residences located on both sides of the rail corridor from South Western to 238th Street; residences
located on both sides of the rail corridor from Stonebryn Drive to Vermont Avenue.

Non FRA Compliant DMU and LRT alternatives will require major construction, triggering short-term
impacts to noise and vibration sensitive land uses.

Possible Park and Recreation Constraints: None.

Possible Right-of-Way Constraints: None.

Possible Elevated Structures Constraints: None.

Possible Cultural Resources Constraints: None.

Possible Visual Constraints: Installation of a separate single track facility for Non FRA Compliant DMUs
and a double track facility for LRT in addition to relocating the freight rail track south of Crenshaw
Boulevard to Sepulveda Boulevard in Torrance would likely present a visual constraint for residents living
adjacent to the right-of-way.

Possible Saftty Constrahtts: The area south of Crenshaw Boulevard to Sepulveda Boulevard in Torrance
has numerous residences located adjacent to both sides of the rail corridor. Residents in this area cross the
tracks on foot on a frequent basis. The DMU and LRT modal alternatives could result in increased safety
concerns.
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CHAPTER 2 - SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

13. Vermont Avenue to Watson Rail Yard (Lomita Boulevard)
This segment runs through portions of the County of Los Angeles and the Cities of Carson and Los
Angeles. Numerous surface environmental constraints were identified.

None of the modal options included in this assessment are envisioned to run south of Sepulveda Boulevard
(Segment 12). Nevertheless, the constraints were analyzed, assuming extension of DMU and LRT options.

Possible Sensitive Noise and Vibration Constraint: The following areas adjacent to the rail corridor
contain noise and vibration sensitive land uses:

• Residences located on both sides of the rail corridor from Marebella Avenue to Avalon Boulevard.

• Residences located on the southwest side of the rail corridor between Avalon Boulevard and East
Street.

• Residences located on both sides of the rail corridor from East Street to Wilmington Avenue.

• Wilmington Cemetery, located on Eubank Avenue.

• Residences located on both sides of the rail corridor from East L Street to East Grant Street.

Non FRA Compliant DMU and LRT alternatives will require major construction, triggering short-term
impacts to noise and vibration sensitive land uses through this segment.

Possible Park and Recreation Constraints: None.

Possible Right-of Way Constraints: None.

Potential Elevated Structures Constraints: None.

Possible Cultural Resources Constraint!: None.

Possible Visual Constraints: None.

Possible Safety Constraints: This area has residences located adjacent to both sides of the rail corridor.
Residents could cross the tracks on foot. Implementation of DMU and LRT service in this area could
result in increased safety concerns.

SUMMARY ASSESSMENT BY MODE AND SEGMENT

Table 2-1 summarizes the presence of surface environmental constraints identified for the DMU, LRT.
Heavy Rail and BRT alternatives using the Metro-<>wned Harbor Subdivision.

The foregoing analysis identifies the short-term construction that would generate short-term noise and
vibration impacts, given specific assumptions of modes in specific route segments. The construction
related impacts pertained mostly to options other than FRA Compliant DMUs, as this mode could use the

. existing freight rail track through the length of the corridor. It is important to note, however, that there
will be construction required for this option as well: the need to upgrade the existing line to handle higher
speed DMUs. The pending operating plans for each of the modal options will identify more precisely
where the construction for all modes will occur.
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CHAPTER 2· SURFACE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

Because of the preponderance of environmental constraints facing the potential implementation of Heavy
RaiJ service on the Harbor Subdivision (as seen the Table 2-1), this mode was dropped from further
evaluation.

Table 2-1; SummarY of Surface Environmental Constraints of Transit Modes
Segment FRA Non FRA LRT Havy BRT Surface Environmental Constraint

Campi. CampI. R,;]
DMU DMU

1 X Possible ri2.ht-of..wav constraints
2 X Possible rirht-of..wav constraints
3 X X X X Possibl~ nois~ and vibration constraints
3 X P0S5ibl~ park and rec:r~ation constraints
3 X Possibl~ dtvatt'd structur~constraints
4 X X X X Possibl~ nois~ and vibration constraints
4 X P0S5ibl~ ridlt-of..wav constraints
4 X P0S5ibl~ dtvut'd struetur~constraints
5 X X X X Possibl~ nois~ and vibration constrainu
5 X Possibl~ rit:ht-of..wav constraints
5 X Possibl~ devatt'd structure constraints
6 X X X X Possible noise and vibration consminu
6 X Possibl~ Dark and rttreation constraints
6 X Possibl~ rit:ht-of..wav consmints
6 X Possibl~ cultural resourc~ constraints
6 X Possibl~ visual constraints
7 X X Possible noise and vibration constraints
7 X Possible ril'ht-of..wav constraints
7 X Possible elevated struClUre constraints
7 X X Possible saferv constraints
8 X X Possible noise and vibration constraints
8 X Possible ril'ht-of..wav constraints
9 X Possible rii.ht-of..way constraints
9 X Possible elevated structure constraints
10 X Possible elevated structure constraints
11 X X X X Possible noise and vibration constraints
11 X Possible visual constraints
11 X X X X Possible saferv constraints
12 X X Possible noise and vibration constraints
12 X X Possible visual constraints
12 X X X Possible saferv constraints
13 X X Possible noise and vibration constraints
13 X X X Possible safety consmints
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Chapter 3
POTENTIAL STATION LOCATION ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION
This chapter evaluates 13 potential locations for transit service stations on the Harbor Subdivision. The
evaluation is based on an assessmenl of specific qualities inherent in each location relative to transit. These
locations represent a "universe" of potential station sites for the transit alternatives identified in Chapter 4
and analyzed in Chapter 5. The stations specific to the individual transit alternatives comprise a subset of
this universe. For example, of two potential locations within a short distance of each other, only one
would have been included in the assessment of potential modes in Chapter 5.

The following analysis evaluates specific street crossing areas as potential transit locations rather than
specific station plans. In general, a simple station platform was assumed for all modes. The compatibility
of platform-adjacent park-and-ride lots and connectivity with existing Metro bus service were not
specifically assessed. Neither environmental assessments of the locations nor detailed discussions with the
relevant jurisdictions were undertaken. Informal discussions with the City of Torrance disclosed that
Sepulveda Boulevard may not be a suitable location for a transit station.

As noted previously, the BRT alternative assumes a terminus at Sepulveda Boulevard and Hawthorne
Boulevard, approximately three miles west of the Harbor Subdivision, and the FRA Compliant DMU
alternatives assumed a northern terminus at LAUS. This analysis focused only on stations along the
Harbor Subdivision.

METHODOLOGY
The initial stages of the location evaluation and mapping analysis aimed to achieve an overall picture of the
corridor as well as within a quarter mile buffer zone. The research drew upon existing data, internet
searches and aerial imaging. In some cases, telephoning schools, hospitals and community amenities was
necessary to confirm that the information presented was up-to-date. This research provided land use
information enabling comparison between the various cities and segments through which the Subdivision
passes. A wide variety ofland uses were found: agricultural, commercial, industrial, residential, open space,
recreational, public facilities, transit oriented etc. In addition, connections to the existing Metro rail
system and other major transport connections (freeways, etc.) were noted.

Members of the analysis team completed a drive/walk of the entire subdivision. The focus was a closer
examination of the segments of the Harbor Subdivision aimed at gathering relevant data for deciding on
possible station locations. Follow-up visits were made to a range of crossings to assess more detailed
localized qualities. Sketches, notes and photographs were made of the crossing sites and their surrounding
areas in order to identifY local characteristics. From this site analysis, a description of each of the possible
stations locations was drawn. Each station was looked at within the following framework:

• General - Gives a general description of the crossing area and surrounding vicinity. Qualities such
as the amount of retail, pedestrian activity, or whether there was any redevelopment visible in the
area were noted.

• Concerns - Describes issues or problems foreseen which might arise from use of the right-of-way
for transit use in the future. For example, if there were environmental issues found which would be
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CHAPTER 3 - POTENTIAL STATION LOCATIONS

a potential constraint to future use of the right-of-way (such as noise, vibration, visibility, safety or
residential proximity).

• Amenities - Highlights services in the area. Because some areas through which the right-of-way
passes are primarily industrial, "amenities" was interpreted in general terms as rhat which provides
a service or convenience to the local area. Proximity to major transportation facilities such as a
freeway or Metro line in an area which had little other public transport was seen as an amenity.

• Residential - Describes the type of housing in that area, the level of density and if new residential
development was visible. Where proximity of housing to the right-of-way was such that noise or
safety issues were raised this was mentioned under "concerns".

• Business - Describes the amount of business, offICe space or retail in the area and mentions, where
known, whether the office space is purpose built or is re-use of buildings.

• Potential - Suggests whether there would be space for a platform, and other supporting issues
(such as opportunities to enhance the local area) which might be the potential result of a transit
line.

All of the potential station areas covered have real potential for future use with the exception of the station
on Sepulveda Boulevard. Land uses south of Sepulveda Boulevard become increasingly industrial and
residential land uses decline correspondingly. Thus, the station at Sepulveda Boulevard has been included
for costing purposes only.

A map showing the station locations analyzed appears as Figure 3-1 on the following page. All are on the
Harbor Subdivision. A site for a BRT station at Hawthorne Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard, a
location off the Harbor Subdivision, was not part of this analysis.

STATION LOCATION ANALYSIS

Station at Slauson Avenue and Long Beach Avenue
General - Industrial land uses exist along Slauson Avenue. The buildings which run along the north and
south sides of Slauson Avenue are mainly industrial and storage oriented, and have mainly blank walls to
the street. Trucks park on the north side of Slauson Avenue on both sides of the rail tracks, 15-20 feet from
the track. Miramonte Center Department of Water and Power is on the southwest corner.

Concerns - Very little business or retail is visible along Slauson Avenue. The Harhor Subdivision is on the
north side of Slauson Avenue and the elevator access to the Metro Blue Line station (elevated) is on the
south side of Slauson Avenue. Thus, transitioning from the Harbor Subdivision to the Metro Blue Line
would require crossing the four traffic lanes of Slauson Avenue.

Amenities - A station here would have access to the Metro Blue Line, which provides direct access to
downtown. The Metro Blue Line runs in the median of Long Beach Avenue and has an elevated station on
Slauson Avenue.

Residential - Medium density residential land uses exist in the area, more visibly to the west of Long
Beach Avenue. Single family housing exists one block north and south of Slauson Avenue.

Business - Little or no retail is visible along Slauson Avenue. Land uses are primarily industrial.
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Figure 3-1
Potential Station Areas
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CHAPTER 3 - POTENTIAL STATION LOCATIONS

Poltn/ial - Tht: Mt:tro Blut: Lint: connection on Slauson Avenue at Long Bt:ach gives acct:ss to tht: Mt:tro
light rail system. Tht:rt: is sufficit:nt spact: on tht: north sidt: of Slauson Avt:nut: for a possiblt: station
platform. Tht: possibility exists for a landscapc=d pc=dt:strianjbicydt: link from a nt:w station (and tht:
t:xisting Metro Blut: Lint: station) to Augustus Hawkins Park, a distanct: of approximatt:ly a quartt:r of a
milt:.

Station at Slauson Avenue and Broadway
General - This is a lively intt:rst:ction with a good deal of pedestrian traffic.

Conce.rm - The I-liD FrttWay is one block west. Delays to freeway access could be caused by an active
passenger transit systt:m. Tht:re art: potential noist: and vibration issues dut: to residential areas being
adjacent to tht: rail lint: north ofSlauson Avt:nue betwt:en South Broadway and South Main Str~t.

Amenities - Thert: is nearby acct:ss to the 1-110 Fr~ay. Tht:re are mixed-use buildings (retail at ground
level with apartments above) one block north of Slauson Avenue and additional retail an additional one
block north. Then is a Mobil gas station and a church on the southeast corner of the intersection, with an
auto shop on the southwest corner. A Community Assessment Servia Center lies one block north on
Broadway.

Residential - There are some residential land uses nearby tht: intersection, with single family housing
starting one block north and south of Slauson Avenue.

Business - There is a mix of small scale business in the area, along with retail and community services.
Some nt:w retail (for example Urban Legends sports store) has opened further up on Broadway at 84th
Street.

Poltntial - Then~ is an architecturally significant building on the northwest corner (a disused Architectural
Salvage Building) which has potential for re-use as a mixed-use building and/or possibly a new station
development.

Station at Slauson Avenue and Figueroa Street
General - There is a lively feel to the area which has some sizable older buildings as well as mature trees
and palms. More retail is visible on the south side of Slauson Avenue (west of Figueroa Street) than on
intersections to the east with, for example, tiling and plumbing outlt:ts.

Concerns - A station could potentially cause delays to access the I-lID Freeway. There are potential noise
and vibration issues due to residential areas being adjacent to the rail line west of Figueroa Street.

Amenities - There is a strip mall on the southwest corner and a dental office on the northwest corner.

Residential - There are residential developments on both sides of Figueroa Street, north of 56th Str~t.

Medium density single family housing lies one block north and south of the intersection.

Bllsiness - There are no businesses or professional offices visible in the area.

Potential - There is sufficient space for a station platform on both the northeast (a vacant lot adjacent to
the Water and Power Building) and northwest (lawn area adjacent to the dental office) corners. The former
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is the: large:r of the: two. The:re: are: also archite:cturally significant buildings in the: are:a: the: Water and Power
Building on the northeast corner and a large church one block to the north.

Station at Slauson Avenue and Normandie Avenue
General - Industrial land uses exist along Slauson Avenue. Blank walls and the rear of industrial/storage
buildings line both the north and south sides of Slauson Avenue. A gre:at deal of graffiti is visible on
industrial buildings on the: northeast corner of the intersection.

Concerns - There are pote:mial noise and vibration issues due to residential areas adjacent to the rail line
between Normandie and Denker Avenue (Ih mile to the west).

Amenities - Land uses are primarily industrial. There are: fc'W stores or public ame:nities visible.

Residential - Light and medium density single family homes can be: found one block north and south of
Slauson Avenue. While industrial and warehouse buildings line Slauson Avenue on the north and south
sides, residential areas are to the south.

Business - There is little or no retail visible along Slauson Avenue. Land uses are primarily industrial.
Office furniture workshops, welding shops and auto yards can be seen on the south side of Slauson
Avenue.

Potential - There is sufficient space both east and west of the crossing for a possible platform on the north
side of Slauson Avenue.

Station at Slauson Avenue and Western Avenue
General· The rail line crosses Western Avenue one block south of Slauson Avenue. The Slausonf'W'estern
intersection is very active with a good deal of pedestrian activity. There is a more up-market feel here
compared to intersections further east on Slauson Avenue:. Recent redevelopment is apparent. in the area,
for example a new residential development just west of the intersection and a newly painted church on the
south side of the rail line.

Concerns - The rail track is one block south of Slauson Avenue, so it is slightly removed from the main
areas of pedestrian activity. There are potential noise and vibration issues in this area as the rail track turns
southwest and passes through primarily residential areas. In particular, some residences are located less than
100 feet from the rail line at Wilton Street.

Amenities - Southwest of the intersection is a large, relatively new, shopping center with a variety of stores
and food outlets. There is also a large parking area. There is an auto shop and gas station on the northeast
corner of the Slauson Avenuef'W'estern Avenue intersection. The L.A. Design Center, which is the recipient
of many national design awards, is southwest of the rail crossing and includes the newly opened Maestro
Caf!.

Residential - There are no residential land uses immediately adjacent to the rail crossing, but residential
areas can be found approximately one block from the rail line. There is also a n~ reside:ntial development
of single family homes and condominiums just west of the Slauson AvenueJWestern Avenue inte:rsection.

Business - There is a great deal of retail in the ara.. There are few businesses or professional offices visible.
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Potential - On the south east corner of the rail crossing there is a large car park (adjacent to a church) that
is used mainly by the nearby 'Super Mall'. There is sufficient space here for a potential platform.

Statioo at Crenshaw Boulevard and 67th Street
General· There are primarily industrial land uses adjacent to the rail track on both sides of the crossing at
Crenshaw Boulevard. The north and south sides of the track are lined with the backs of industrial and
storage buildings.

Concerns· There are potential noise and vibration issues due to residential areas being adjacent to the rail
line. In particular, these include residences located adjacent to the rail line at 66th Place and 11th Avenue.
Hyde Park Elementary School (near Hyde Park and 8th Avenue) also presents potential noise and vibration
Issues.

Amenities - There is a small strip mall on the northwest corner of Crenshaw Boulevard and 67th Street.
with auto and truck repair (with parking) on the southeast corner of the crossing.

Residential - Medium density single family homes are one or two blocks north and south of the rail track
outside the industrial areas.

Business - There are a variety of professional offices and services along with mixed retail and fast food
establishments on both sides of Crenshaw Boulevard from the crossing south to Florence Avenue.

Potential - There is sufficient space on both southern corners of Crenshaw Boulevard and 67th Street for a
possible platform. A station would provide improved access to the future Crenshaw Transit Corridor i.e.
the existing Metro Rapid service with BRT-LRT possibilities.

Station at La Brea Avenue and Florence Avenue
General - This area is the northern gateway to Downtown Inglewood. The area accommodates commercial
and city/county civic center functions. with Municipal and Superior Court buildings as well as local
community center buildings.

La Brea Avenue and Florence Avenue is a busy traffic intersection. with pedestrian activity along adjacent
streets. An industrial area continues west from the rail crossing to the 1-405 Freeway.

New development is visible in the area. For example. the lot to the southeast of the rail crossing is to be a
45,000 square foot retail/restaurant/entertainment development. The adjacent Duckett-Wilson Shopping
Center will also undergo a major renovation as this new development is finalized.

Concerns - There are potentially noise and vibration issues due to the presence of Edward Vincent Park
(formerly uminela Park) at Centinela Avenue and Florence Avenue. and also Inglewood Park Cemetery,
located south of Florence Avenue.

Amenities - uminela Freeman Regional Medical unter, four blocks east, has a variety of medical
facilities, including the Daniel Freeman Memorial Hospital and the Southern California Cardiovascular
Center. Inglewood Park Cemetery is five to six blocks east. Edward Vincent Park is to the northeast (1/1
mile), and Rogers Park is to the northwest (1/4 mile).
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Residential - In th~ immediat~ vicinity of th~ rail crossing ar~ primarily civic/community/r~tail buildings.
M~dium d~nsity r~sid~ntial land uses including single family hom~s are two to three blocks south~ast and
north of th~ rail crossing.

Busineu - N~w r~tail dev~lopm~nts will ~nhance th~ viability of the site as a transit oriented dev~lopment

ar~a. A new station will be nearby recent redevdopm~nt on Mark~t Str~t which includ~d fa~ade, SU~t and
sidewalk improvem~nts.

Potential - Th~re is sufficient spac~ for a possible platform on the northw~st corner of th~ crossing. Th~re
is also spac~ for a platform on the northeast corner. However, this may be compromised by a 'driv~

through' for the new Walgre<=ns stor~.

Station at Century Boulevard and Aviation Boulevard
General - West of the crossing on Century Boulevard is one of the main approaches to Los Angeles
Int~rnational Airport (which is approximat~ly one mil~ to the west) with a vari~ty of hotels on the north
sid~. East of the crossing is a variety of fast food restaurants and oth~r airport·r~lated busin~ss such as car
rental offices and hotels. Th~r~ is also a larg~ number of parking lou/structures in the vicinity.

Concerns - Because the Century Boulevard overcrossing is only single-track, th~ non·DMU alternatives
would r~quire construction which would cause t~mporary nois~ and vibration issues. LRT would require
below-grade construction nearby the airport runways.

Amenitiu - Acc~ss to the 1405 Freeway is only half a mil~ ~ast and access to the 1-105 Freeway is on~ mile
south.

Ruidential - Light/medium density residential housing exj$ls north~asl of th~ crossing, with apartm~nt

buildings along Aviation Boul~vard and houses behind (to the east of) them. Th~ main resid~ntial areas are
east ofth~ 1-405 Freeway.

Business - Th~ majority of business in the ar~a is airport servic~s-r~lated. There is little retail visible in the
ar~a. A rang~ of car r~ntal centers line the north end of Bellanca Av~nu~ and Airport Boulevard (the first
and second str~~ts w~st r~sp~ctively, parallel to th~ rail track). Hotels lin~ Century Boulevard.

Potential - Sufficient space ~xists on the northwest sid~ of the crossing for a possible platform. However,
th~ station would be above street level at the intersection and so th~re would be costs involved in a raised
platform. Alternatively, situating the platform to the north would allow an at·grad~ platform.

Station at Imperial Highway and Aviation Boulevard
General- Pr~dominantlyairport services and d~pots ~xist in the imm~diate ar~a of th~ crossing. Very little
p~destrian activity ~xists in th~ ar~a.

Concerns - The ~scalator acc~ss to th~ Metro Gr~~n Line station (raised lev~l) li~s to the east of Aviation
Boulevard. Thus, transitioning from the Harbor Subdivision to the Metro Gr~en Line would requir~

crossing the str~t (Aviation Boulevard).

Amenitiu - No schools or hospitals lie within a quart~r mil~ of th~ raillin~. A station h~r~ would hav~

access to the M~tro Green Line.
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Residential - Medium density residential land use exists south of the 1-105 Freeway on the southeast
corner. Apartments and condominiums are adjacent to Aviation Boulevard and have single family housing
behind (to the east of) them.

Business - There are no professional or business offices in the immediate area.

Potential - Sufficient space exists southwest of the crossing for a possible station platform. At present, the
vacant land adjacent to the rail line is being used as a large parking area for local airport services buildings
as well as 'Park and Ride' access to the Metro Green Line and airport shuttle on the other side of Aviation
Boulevard.

Station at Douglas Street
General - This lively upscale area is located along Rosecrans Avenue. The City of £1 Segundo is presently
completing a grade separation project to join the two parts of Douglas Street (currently split by the Harbor
Subdivision and the Metro Green Line) to provide one additional north-south arterial. The City is also
completing a fourth westbound/eastbound lane on Rosecrans Avenue from the 1-405 Freeway to Douglas
Street. Both projects will increase traffic on/around a possible station on Douglas Street. A heavy industrial
area lies to the west of the Harbor Subdivision and continues to the ocean.

Concerns - Land uses are primarily industrial and transportation-related. The Rosecrans Avenue and
Aviation Boulevard underpass lies between Douglas and Marine stations and could be a potential
constraint to both.

Amenities - A number of small malls with professional offICes and retail run along Rosecrans Avenue west
of Aviation Boulevard. New hOle!S, wine bars and restaurants are at the south end of Douglas Street. An
upscale sports club and hotel are dose to the rail crossing. The Manhattan Gateway Shopping Center (with
a large parking provision) is on the southwest corner of Rosecrans Avenue and Aviation Boulevard. South
of Rosecrans Avenue is the Marriott Manhattan Beach Golf Course and Club, as well as the Manhattan
Village Shopping Center and the Marine Avenue Park. A station would have access to the Metro Green
Line.

Residential - There is very little residential visible in the area.

Business - There is a good deal of business and professional office space in the area on the north side of
Rosecrans.

Potattial - The Harbor Subdivision runs parallel (at ground level) to the Metro Green Line (above ground
level) at Douglas Street. There would be both sufficient space as well as a convenient connection from a
new station at Douglas to the Metro Green Line station via existing escalators.

Station at Marine Avenue
General - An electrical power plant is adjacent (northwest) to the station park-and-ride. A large Volkswagen
car dealership exists between the north side of the rail line and the 1-405 Freeway. Primarily industrial and
Information Technology (IT) related buildings are in the area. These extend approximately half a mile
south of Marine Avenue with medium density residential to the south.

Concerns - Land uses in this area are primarily light industrial and transportation-related. The Rosecrans
Avenue and Aviation Boulevard underpass lies between Douglas and Marine stations and could be a
potential constraint to both.
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Amenities - Aviation Park is nearby on Aviation Boulevard and Manhattan Beach Boulevard. This is a 14
acre recreation facility, which is home to the Redondo Beach Performing Arts Center, the Aviation
Gymnasium, and the Aviation Track and Field Center. A station would have access to the Metro Green
Line.

Residential - Medium density single family homes are south of Manhattan Beach Boulevard, about half a
mile to the southeast.

Busintls - There is no retail visible in the area. Land uses are primarily light industrial and Information
Technology (I.T.) related (e.g. Northrop Grumman, a global IT/ defense systems company). There are also
many multi-purpose office buildings in the area.

Potential - The Harbor Subdivision runs parallel (at ground level) to the Metro Green Line (above ground
level) at Marine. There would be both sufficient space as well as a convenient connection from a new
station at Marine to the Metro Green Line above, via existing escalators. The present Metro station at
Marine Avenue is well landscaped with drought tolerant planting.

Station at The Galleria at South Bay
General - This area is a busy retail center with The Galleria at South Bay and other retail centers along
Artesia Boulevard (e.g. the Westgate Shopping Center just east of Hawthorne Boulevard). Traffic is busy
along Artesia Boulevard, which serves these retail centers. Two new developments are being built adjacent to
the rail track just south of the crossing on Ruxton Avenue. One is a 27-unit condominium building; the
other is a 19-unit condominium building for seniors.

Concerns - There are potential noise and vibration issues in this area due to residences adjacent to the rail
line. Single family housing is adjacent to the rail track north and south of the Artesia Boulevard crossing:
on the north up to Manhattan Beach Boulevard and on the south along El Nido Park to Hawthorne
Boulevard. Other potential constraints are the Pacific Crest Cemetery (located on Grant Avenue and
Inglewood Avenue) and EI Nido Park (located at 182nd Street and Kingsdale Avenue). In addition, there is
a medical building located at Hawthorne Boulevard and 190th Street.

Amenities - There is a wealth of retail outlets and professional services in the area. El Nido Park provides a
large green community space nearby.

Residential - Medium density single family homes are located primarily north of Artesia Boulevard and
then again south of the Galleria from EI Nido Park, approximately half a mile south of Artesia Boulevard.
Residential deosity in the immediate area will increase with the completion of the two residential
developments mentioned above. A new station will provide residents with a convenient transport option.

Business - A number of smaller strip malls with retail outlets, professional services, offices and fast food
restaurants line Artesia Boulevard.

POlential - Proximity to a major retail center and new residential developments nearby enhance the
possibilities of the site as a transport link. There is sufficient space for a platform on the south west corner
of the crossing area.
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Station at Sepulveda Boulevard
General - The Harbor Subdivision crosses Sepulveda Boulevard on a severe angle. Sepulveda Boulevard is a
major east-west arterial for traffic between South Bay cities and Long Beach. Commercial and office
buildings, strip malls, and residential development exist in the area of the rail line/Sepulveda Boulevard
intersection. The intersection is near Western Avenue, a major north-south arterial, which provides access to
the City of Lomita and San Pedro to the south.

Concerns - The crossing is a very busy intersection. More train traffic may increase the potential for traffic
congestion on Sepulveda Boulevard. There are potential noise and vibration constraints due to residences
adjacent to the rail line, as well as to Torrance Elementary School and Torrance Park nearby. Possible
safety constraints also exist due to the fact that residents cross the tracks on foot on a frequent basis.

Amenities - Torrance Park is northwest of the crossing and has a children's playground. The Harbor
UCLA Medical Center is approximately two miles northeast of the crossing. There are strip malls on the
northeast and southeast corners of the Sepulveda Boulevard and Western Avenue intersection. These
provide a variety of retail outlets, fast food restaurants and professional services nearby the crossing.

Residential - Single family housing exists north and south of the crossing and along the rail line southeast
to Western Avenue. Many residences along Sepulveda Boulevard have walls to provide a buffer from the
traffic and noise. There is a large amount of new residential development visible to the west of the crossing
on both sides of Border Avenue, south of the Harbor Subdivision. The development on the east side of
Border Avenue is gated.

Business - There is a large commercialjoffice development on the southeast quadrant of the crossing.
Similar development exists on the southeast corner of Sepulveda Boulevard and Western Avenue adjacent
the strip mall. Warehousing lies behind the retail on the northeast corner of that intersection.

Potential - Sufficient space for a platform exists south of Sepulveda Boulevard on both the northeast and
southwest sides of the rail line. There is also an auto shop/yard on the northwest quadrant of the crossing,
adjacent to the rail line, which could be a possible station location.

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

This evaluation generated some overarching findings. While some crossings of the Harbor Subdivision are
more suitable than others as station locations, it is dear that all crossings presented have characteristics
which would justify their consideration as possible station locations. This may be because a crossing
already has a dynamic retail character with a large amount of pedestrian activity, or because it would
provide a convenient connection to the existing Metro systems.

In addition, the station locations discussed here would provide a relatively consistent coverage of the
Harbor Subdivision, with the exception of the southernmost section in Wilmington.
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Appendix D
LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this appendix is to present a review of the available transportation planning literature and
operating agreements pertaining to the Harbor Subdivision.

Most of the documents discussed below were cited in the Scope of Work Section 2.2 for the Harbor
SuhdiviJion Passenger Transportation Operations Technical Fuzsibility Study. Metro provided the analysis team
with most of the documents. The analysis team had some documents in its possession already.

Both Metro and the analysis team have provided additional documents and information sources to the
scope's literature review list. These documents are reviewed below as well.

The analysis team used this review to help identify potential public transportation uses of the Subdivision,
as well as to identify potential constraints for implementing various public transportation modes in the
Subdivision's right of way. The attempt in this appendix was to present a summary of contents relevant to
determining the feasibility of future transit improvements on the Harbor Subdivision.

LITERATURE REVIEW

California Public Utilities Commission
General Order No. 135 Effective Nov.!' 1974

This order directs that public grade crossings not be blocked by a train for more than 10 minutes except in
case of emergency. It also directs that cars or trains not be left standing where they would cause automatic
gates to remain down.

The Metro Green Line
hnp://www.westworld.com!-elsonllarail/green.htmI

This is an Internet site describing the Metro Green Line route, fares, hours of service, station information,
and railcar equipment.

The Metro Blue Line
hnpllwww.westworld.com/- el son/lara iI/blue. html

This is an Internet site describing the Metro Blue Line route, fares, hours of service, station information,
and railcar equipment.

Federal Railroad Administration Regulations
Title 49 (Transportation) Part 213 - Track Safety Standards

These regulations established by the FRA to govern track standards and safety requirements for track that is
a part of the general railroad system. They set the responsibility of the track owner to bring the track into
compliance with regulations, or to halt or restrict operations. They require designation of qualified persons
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to supervise track maintenanCl.". They establish track classifications with allowable freight and passenger
operating speeds, and set track geometry requirements for each classification. They require maintenance of
drainage-ways and control of vegetation. Track geometry requirements govern gage, surface alignment,
super-elevation, and operating speeds on curves. Track structure requirements govern ballast, crossties, and
rail condition.

Section 213.233 specifies the track inspections required per week for different train speeds.

Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)
Patronage Forecasts for an Extensive Regional Rail Network. April 24. 1993

Ridership forecasts for a series of commuter and urban rail (LRT or equivalent) routes throughout the
SCAG sc:rvice area. Projections are for year 2010, with a regional population of about 20.5 million persons.

An urban rail line was postulated between downtown Los Angeles and LAX. following the Harbor
Subdivision on the western end and Exposition Boulevard to the Metro Blue Line into downtown. The
line was projected to carry about 32,700 riders per day.

An urban rail line along the Harbor Subdivision from Vernon to Inglewood was projected to carry abaut
15,500 riders per day.

An urban rail line between Santa Monica and Redondo Beach, partially following the Harbor Subdivision
and serving LAX. was projected to carry about 16,700 riders on the north end and 4,100 riders on the
Redondo Beach end.

There were no commuter or urban rail lines modeled that would use the full length of the Harbor
Subdivision between downtown Los Angeles and LAX.

Harbor Subdivision Shared Use Agreement
ATSF Railway and LACTC, October 30, 1992

This agreement spells out the rights of the railroad, formerly the ATSF Railway but now BNSF, to operate
over the Harbor Subdivision trackage that it sold to the agency, formerly LACTe but now Metro.
Basically, it retains for BNSF the right to operate freight service over the Harbor Subdivision, sharing the
trackage with any trains (presumably passenger trains) that Metro might operate on the line. It provides
that Metro is limited to two passenger train round trips per day until it constructs capital improvements
that will permit BNSF to maintain freight service at its July 1992 level. The agreement requires that any
Metro passenger service is to have priority over remaining local freight service. The agreement spells out
the provisions for maintenance and dispatching of the Harbor Subdivision, and the responsibilities of both
BNSF and Metro with respect to train operations and ownership of the route.

Other key elements of the agreement include:

• The railroad grants property to the agency pursuant to grant deeds. In each deed, the railroad
reserves a permanent and exclusive freight service easement.

• The railroad shall have all obligations arising under the Interstate Commerce Act and similar
California law to serve existing and future rail freight shippers.

• The railroad shall not have the right to operate trains over property with respect to which the
railroad has abandoned its common carrier freight obligations.
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• There shall be no fees for the railroad's use of the freight service easement.

• Agency can restrict the times for operation of freight service.

• Agency (or Amtrak) can operate passenger trains.

• After the harbor shift date (when the Alameda Corridor opens), the railroad pays a maintenance and
repair fee to the agency.

• Agency can remove or relocate track, but if used for freight service, must provide alternate
arrangement for service by the railroad.

• There does not appear to be anything in the agreement limiting the time period for freight service
easements. The presumption is they are permanent until the railroad abandons any rights.

• If on or prior to the 10'" anniversary of the date the Harbor Subdivision was acquired by the agency
the railroad has not shifted its port-related traffic or "overhead" traffic to the Alameda Corridor, the
agency may have the option of requiring the railroad to buy back the line.

Alameda Corridor Use and Operating Agreement
AcrA. BNSF, and UP. October 12, 1998

This agreement is the basic agreement between the ports, the Alameda Corridor Transportation Authority
(AcrA), and the railroads regarding joint use of the Alameda Corridor for through freight movements
berween Los Angeles and the rail facilities in the harbor area. The agreement sJXCified that the Harbor
Subdivision route is available as a detour route only through June 29, 2003. Thus, the BNSF's detour route
now is the UP's San Pedro Branch.

2001 Regional Transportation Plan (Chapter V. Strategic Investments)
SaG (date not identified in papers provided by Metro)

This Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) identified a series of regional transit corridor projects intended to
facilitate and increase transit usage. The Exposition Line, a combination of light rail and busway between
downtown Los Angeles and Santa Monica, is listed as a baseline corridor project. While this line does not
traverse the Harbor Subdivision, it is geographically closest to it and could meet transit needs of those
along the northwestern edge of the Harbor Subdivision corridor. The plan's listing of constrained transit
corridor projects that could connect with or serve areas in the Harbor Subdivision corridor include;

• A fixed guidewayjbusway in the Crenshaw corridor, connecting with the Metro Green Line.

• A rapid bus service in the Hawthorne corridor.

• A rapid bus service in the Vermont Corridor, connecting with the Metro Green Line.

• A rapid bus service in the Atlantic corridor, connecting with the Metro Blue Line.

• A Metro Green Line light rail extension to LAX.

In addition to these transit corridors, the RTP anticipated an initial high speed rail (Maglev technology)
line from LAX, through Union Station, and terminating in San BernardinojRiverside. Other subsequent
lines would join LAX and Palmdale, and Los Angeles and San Bernardino via Orange County.
Intermediate stations were not indicated.

The RTP included other projects to facilitate the movement of people and goods by highway and rail
freight, but these were not directly related to transit options along the Harbor Subdivision, except to the
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extent that the existing Alameda Corridor project enabled movement of through freight away from the
Harbor Subdivision and thus made its use for transit more enticing.

Los Angeles County Transportation Commission
Coastal Corridor Rail Transit Project. North Segment. 1988

This report identified three alternative routings through the LAX area for a Metro Gr~n Line extension
from the Century Freeway at Aviation Boulevard north and west to an interim terminal at Culver
Boulevard in Marina Del Rey. At the time, the atension would require a grade separated guideway to
accommodate the planned automated operation of the Metro Green Line.

The route was proposed to share the Harbor Subdivision right of way from the Century Fre~ay (I-lOS)
north to Century Boulevard. It would require removal of the BNSF siding at this location to provide
sufficient width for the double track transit guideway.

Los Angeles County Transportation Commission
Coastal Corridor Rail Transit Project. North Segment
Final Environmental Impact Report. 1989

Daily station boardings at all stations on the extension to Marina Del Rey were estimated at about 14,200
riders. Assuming an equal number of passengers getting off the system, daily ridership would be about
28,400. If the system were only built to Parking Lot C at lAX, total daily ridership would be about 20,200.
Projections were done by SCAG using the Caltrans URTS model.

Cost of the atension was estimated at $88 million from the Metro Green Line [0 LAX Lot C; $137 million
to the Westchester Station; and $329 million for the full length to the Marina Dd Rey Station. These costs
equate to aboul $40 million per mile for the shortest segment only to lAX, or about $55 million per mile
for the entire 5.95 miles to Marina Del Rey. Costs included stations and right of way, with a mix of aerial,
surface, and subway construction.

Los Angdes County Transportation Commission
Coastal Corridor Rail Transit Project, South Segment
Route Refinement Study. 1990

The study contained preliminary engineering drawings for a southerly extension of the Metro Green Line
from the existing southern terminus (the Marine/Redondo station at Freeman Boulevard and Marine
Avenue) south to Torrance/Rolling Hills Estates. The proposed extension would utilize the Harbor
Subdivision right of way for approximately two-thirds of a mile at the northern end of the southern
extension. MoS[ of the line would be located in the median of Hawthorne Boulevard. Several alternative
terminals for the southern end of the line were identified.

The report indicated that an alternare routing, following the Harbor Subdivision southerly on its alignment
more easterly of Hawthorne Boulevard, had been examined earlier. The Hawthorne alignment was selected
because of better transit opportunities and favorable land use.
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Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
Crenshaw-Prairie Corridor MIS
BNSF Right ofWay Evaluation. 2003

A Major Investment Study (MIS) was prepared for transit options in the Crenshaw-Prairie Corridor. That
study looked at both bus and light rail service from Wilshire Boulevard, southerly to the Inglewood/LAX
area, generally paralleling Crenshaw Boulevard and Prairie Avenue. The BNSF Right of Way Evaluation
was conducted at the same time, to evaluate the use of the BNSF Harbor Subdivision as an alternative or
starter option.

This study concentrated on the section of the Harbor Subdivision between the Metro Blue Line at Slauson
Avenue and the Metro Green Line southeast of LAX.

The study considered differing service levels that might be provided with two types of rail vehicles: self
powered FRA non-compliant vehicles and self-powered PRA compliant vehicles (these vehicles are often
called DMUs for diesel multiple vehicles; PRA compliance and non-compliance has to do with PRA
crashworthiness standards). The service assumed for the route would cover a short distance with frequent
stops, so locomotive-hauled trains such as Metrolink were not considered.

The report evaJuated track and tie condition, right of way width, railroad operations, and grade crossing
conditions then current (2003). It discussed necessary track and signal upgrades that would support
passenger servICe.

The report identified a maintenance yard site near Van Ness Avenue that could accommodate light
mechanical work and daily servicing. Heavy repairs would have to be performed at rail shops beyond the
passenger study corridor.

Conceptual capital and operating costs were listed. For service from the Metro Blue Line at Slauson station
to the Metro Green Line Aviation station, capital costs would range from $63 to $85 million, with annual
operating and maintenance costs ranging from $9 to $13 million. The differences represent differing
headways and types of vehicles. There was no ridership forecast; operating costs were based on an assumed
cost of$50 per train mile and a 40% fare box recovery.

The study expanded upon an earlier 2002 "White Paper" analysis by the same authors of the potential for
using DMU or Diesel LRT equipment on the Harbor Subdivision.

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
Crenshaw-Prairie Transit Corridor Major Investment Study, 2003

This study analyzed alternative transportation systems in the north-south Crenshaw-Prairie Corridor.
AJternatives would connect the Metro Red Line Subway on Wilshire Boulevard and the planned Exposition
LRT Line at the north end of the corridor with the Metro Green Line LRT in the southern portion of the
corridor. Some transit options would serve a transportation center at LAX, where a people mover system
would take riders to the airport terminals. The alternatives included:

• No build, consisting of current bus service and committed regional extensions.

• Metro Rapid (Bus) with a variety of possible routes and terminals. One potential route ran south on
Crenshaw Boulevard, then traversed Florence Avenue and Aviation Boulevard south to a Metro
Green Line connection. This route parallels, but d~s not utilize, the Harbor Subdivision right of
way.
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• Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), with one potential route for a busway along the Harbor Subdivision from
Crenshaw Boulevard to a Metro Green Line connection.

• Light Rail Transit (LRT), with one alternative following the Harbor Subdivision from Crenshaw
Boulevard to a Metro Green Line connection.

The study found that the BRT and LRT options would attract more riders than Metro Rapid, but at a
significantly higher cost. Ridership and costs are summarized below:

Alternative Length (Miles) Daily Boardings Capital Cost CostIMile (Millions)
eMillions)

Melro Rapid 28.2 37000 $17-$28 $0.6-$0.9
BRT 13.5 46900 $336-$410 $2.5-$3.0
LRT 11.4 43,400 $775 $6.8

The study found that either BRT or LRT could share the Harbor Subdivision right of way. Improvements
in intersection signal systems and grade crossing protection devices would be necessary, and grade
separations were suggested for Centinela Avenue, La Cienega Boulevard, and La Brea Avenue. The study
further suggested that a number of minor streets now crossing the BNSF tracks could be closed to reduce
the number of grade crossings along the route.

SCAG/SBCCOG
South Bay Cities Railroad Study (BNSF Harbor Subdivision>' 2002

This study was completed just prior to the opening of the Alameda Corridor in mid-2002. The study
evaluated current and future freight service on the Harbor Subdivision, and assessed the impact of lower
freight train volumes on grade crossings and local traffic. Recommendations were provided for
improvement of some of the grade crossings despite the anticipation oflower freight volumes on the line.

The study also explored alternative uses for the Harbor Subdivision, either with or without local freight rail
services along the line. These included Metro Green Line extensions to LAX and to Torrance; high speed
or conventional rail service to Los Angeles Union Station; light rail or bus rapid transit routes; and rail
shuttle service to the South Bay cities. Other options explored include using portions of the right of way
to widen adjacent streets, to expand adjacent land uses, additional utility services, or to develop linear
parkways or trails along the right of way.

Metro Green Line Nonhern Extension
Supplemental Environmental Impact Repon, 1994

This study identified various ways to connect the existing Metro Green Line Aviation/Imperial station with
lAX. The options included an all-bus route, an extension of the MelIo Green Line along Aviation
Boulevard to either Lot C or a Westchester station, and a People Mover option. The extension of the
Metro Green Line from the Aviation/Imperial station involved an aerial s!.ructure to Ill" Street, thence a
subway segment past the 25L and 25R runways, thence an aerial structure again to Lot C or the Westchester
station. There were no ridership or COSt figures assigned to the options in this document.

The remainder of the document cited comments on these options and responses by Metro. In response to
one comment as to why the Metro Green Line extension along Aviation could not be at-grade and built
cheaper, Metro cited Federal Aviation Administration concerns of electtomagnetic interference of the
Metro Green Line's overhead contact system (OCS) with airport navigational aids and intrusion of the rail
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guideway and OCS into the runway protection zones for runways 25L and 25R. To avoid these potential
conflicts, the at·grade alignment was changed to a subway.
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Chapter 4
TRANSIT SERVICE ALTERNATIVES

INTRODUCTION

This chapter defmes the alternatives for potential transit operation on the Harbor Subdivision. Based on
the assessment of surface environmental factors in Chapter 2, four transit modes were selected for further
analysis. The analysis required development of specific transit service alternatives, with routes, headways,
stations and other items, defined. Each of two modes - FRA Compliant DMUs and Non FRA Compliant
DMUs - had two alternatives with different peak period headways. Accordingly, a total of six transit
service alternatives were evaluated in Chapter 5. The alternatives would operate on the Harbor Subdivision
from a northern terminus located at Los Angeles Union Station, the Downtown 7th Street/Metro Center
Station, or the Metro Blue Line crossing at Long Beach Avenue. Their southern termini would be in the
City ofTorrance.

Each of the alternatives defined below assumes the continuation of BNSF freight rail service on the Harbor
Subdivision. On the northern portion of the Subdivision, between the Metro Blue Line crossing and the
Metro Green Line crossing at Imperial Highway, BNSF service would be pushed to a late night/early
morning operating window. South of the Green Line crossing, the freight operation would continue its
current daily, day-and-night service pattern, since the rail traffic there appears to be too frequent to be
pushed into a late night/early morning window.

TRANSIT SERVICE ALTERNATIVES

FRA Compliant DMUs 30"
This alternative assumed the use of self-propelled rail cars, also known as Diesel Multiple Units (DMUs),
which comply with the crashworthiness requirements of the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) for
operation on track shared with freight trains and conventional passenger trains. (The FRA is the federal
agency charged with oversight of safety on railroads.) The DMUs would operate with 3D-minute headways
in both directions during the peak commute periods between Los Angeles Union Station (LAUS) and the
City ofTorrance. Off-peak and weekend headways would be hourly.

This level of service is comparable to that offered by the SCRRA Metrolink commuter rail operation on
several of its lines through the Los Angeles Basin. To cross the AJameda Corridor, Washington Boulevard
and the BNSF Transcon, this alternative assumed a flyover to the Metrolink<ontrolled trackage accessing
LAUS. Metrolink trains operate on such a flyover today in the same area.

While a station further southeast on the Subdivision might serve as a terminus, a Torrance station,
potentially at Sepulveda Boulevard, would have arterial access to beach communities to the west, Lomita
and San Pedro to the south, and Long Beach to the east. Accordingly, for this analysis, a Torrance rail
terminus was assumed. Figure 4-1 illustrates this and other transit service alternatives.
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CHAPTER 4· TRANSIT SERVICE ALTERNATIVES

Intermediate stations would include Long Beach Avenue (a connection to the Metro Blue Line);
Normandie Avenue; Crenshaw Boulevard (a connection to any potential transit improvements on that
corridor); La Brea Avenue; Century Boulevard (a connection to lAX); Imperial Highway (a connection to
the Metro Green Line); Marine Avenue (a connection to the Green Line); and The Galleria.

As this alternative can operate on tracks shared with freight and conventional trains, the DMUs
conceptually could be operated by Metrolink and maintained at Metrolink's Taylor Yard facility in Los
Angeles, provided Metrolink and Metro could agree to the requisite terms and conditions.

The 2002 "South Bay Cities Rail Study" I suggested that the Harbor Subdivision could be linked to LAUS
for Metrolink commuter rail service via the Union Pacific Railroad's Wilmington Subdivision (which runs
along both the AJameda Corridor and Long Beach Avenue) and a new connection between the Wilmington
Subdivision and the Harbor Subdivision at Slauson Avenue. Challenges include daily UP operations on
this track segment, as well as a potential reconfiguration of the Metro Blue Line overcrossing of the Harbor
Subdivision and Slauson Avenue. Because of these challenges, this option for FRA Compliant DMU
operations was not considered in this analysis.

FRA Compliant DMUs IS"
A variation of the aforesaid alternative assumed IS-minute frequencies in each direction during the peak
commuting period. Off-peak and weekend frequencies would also be hourly. Station stops would be the
same.

Non FRA Compliant DMUs 30"
This aJternative assumes the use of DMUs which do not comply with FRA crashwonhiness requirements
for operation on track shared with freight trains and conventional passenger trains. If operated on track
also used by freight and passenger trains, the DMUs and other trains must operate on a time-separated
basis. In this alternative, the DMUs would operate with 3O-minute headways all day (i.e. 6 a.m. to 12 a.m.)
weekdays in both directions between the Metro Blue Line crossing (the connection with the Metro Blue
Line) and Torrance. Weekend headways would be hourly. West of the Metro Blue Line, stations would be
the same as for the FRA Compliant DMU 30" alternative.

Major challenges include: (1) sharing the narrow and busy Metrolink-controlled rail right-of-way north of
the Alameda Corridor, BNSF Transcon and Washington Boulevard and (2) gaining access to the already
crowded LAUS. These challenges point to a Metro Blue Line connection al Long Beach Avenue as the
logical northern terminus for this option2

.

BNSF freight traffic between the Metro Blue Line crossing and the Metro Green Line crossing would be
pushed to a late night/early morning window.

South of the Metro Green Line crossing. the service would require its own track, as moving freight traffic to
a late night/early morning window may not be practical due to its volume. Furthermore, the extent of
switching trackage on both sides of the mainline in Alcoa Yard likely would require that the Non FRA
Compliant DMU facility be elevated at points through the yard.

I South Bay Cities Rail Study, 2002, page ]·15.

2 A Metro Blue Lne connection was abo identified as me normttn terminus for a conceptual DMU service openting on me
Harbor Subdivision, as described in the -white Paper on Harbor Subdivision Diesel Multiple Unit (DMU) or Diesel Light Rail
Transit (DLRn from me Blue Line al Slauson 10 me Grttn Line at AYiation-, 2002, which was parI of me Crenshaw..Pnirie
Corridor MIS.
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As this alternative cannot operate on tracks shared with freight and conventional trains. this analysis
assumes the trains would be maintained in a facility located along the Haroor Subdivision. A potential
location for such a fiacility is adjacent to the Alcoa Yard. which is surrounded by industrial land uses.

Non FRA Compliant DMUs 15"
A variation of the aforesaid alternative assumed 15-minute headways in each direction during the peak
commuting period. Off-peak headways would be half hourly. Weekend headways would be hourly.

Light Rail Transit 15"
This alternative assumed the use of the electrified LRT technology of the Metro Blue Line. If operated on
track also used by freight trains, LRT trains and freight rail trains must operate on a time-separated basis.
LRT would operate with 15-minute headways in bath directions all day between the 7'" Street/Metro Center
station in Downtown Los Angeles and Torrance. Weekend headways would be half hourly. A station
would exist at Long Beach Avenue. West of the Metro Blue Line, stations would be the same as for the
FRA Compliant DMU 30" alternative.

LRT would share the track with the Metro Blue Line north of Slauson Avenue, and require a connection
from the Metro Blue Line to the Harbor Subdivision. BNSF freight traffic between the Metro Blue Line
crossing and the Metro Green Line crossing would be pushed to a late night/early morning window.
Through the narrowest parts o( the right-of-way, freight rail would use one of the LRTs two tracks. While
this arrangement would not provide the ideal separation (rom an adjacent property (business or residence),
it would provide sufficient clearance for a low-speed freight operation.

South of the Metro Green Line crossing, the service would require its own track, as moving freight traffic to
a late night window may nOI be practicaJ due to its volume. Furthermore, the extent of switching trackage
on both sides of the mainline in Alcoa Yard likely would require that the LRT facility be elevated through
the yard.

This analysis assumed that the rolling stock would be maintained at the Metro Blue Line maintenance
facility in Carson.

Bus Rapid Transit 15"
BRT would operate with 15-minute headways all day in both directions between the Metro Blue Line
crossing and Torrance. Weekend headways would be half hourly. West of the Metro Blue Line. stations
would include Normandie Avenue, Crenshaw Boulevard, La Brea Avenue. a future intermodal center
assumed for Century Boulevard and Aviation Boulevard, Imperial Highway, Rosecrans Avenue, Marine
Avenue. The Galleria, and various stops on Hawthorne Boulevard ending at Sepulveda Boulevard.

Like the Non FRA Compliant DMU option, this option would run between the Metro Blue Line crossing
and Torrance, but it would not be limited to the use of only the Harbor Subdivision. BRT would run on
its own busways built on the Subdivision between the Blue Line crossing and Manchester Boulevard. BRT
would then leave the Subdivision right-of-way and proceed south on Aviation Boulev.udJ

. The buses would
reenter the Harbor Subdivision right-of-way at Rosecrans Avenue and run south to 182M Street. At this
point, the buses would leave the rail right-of-way to reach Hawthorne Boulevard for continuance to
Torrance.

3 A variant of this concept could have some buses serve LAX terminals directly.
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BNSF freight traffic between the Metro Blue Line crossing and the Metro Green Line crossing would be
pushed to a late night/early morning window. Through the narrowest parts of the right-of-way between the
Metro Blue Line crossing and Manchester Boulevard, a single freight rail track would be located within the
pavement of the two-lane busway.

South of Rosecrans Avenue, the service would require exclusive busway. as moving freight traffic to a late
night/early morning window may not be practical due to its volume. Sufficient right-of-way width exists
between Rosecrans Avenue and 182Dd Street to accommodate both a freight rail and BRT facility within the
right-of-way.

Buses would be maintained at existing Metro majntenance facilities.
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Chapter 5
TRANSIT SERVICE ALTERNATIVE COMPARISON

INTRODUCTION

The chapter compares the six transit service alternatives considered for deployment on Metro's Harbor
Subdivision rail line. The alternative service concepts are defmed in Chapter 4. Representing low to high
service levels, the alternatives included:

• PRA Compliant DMUs 30~ operating bi-directionally with 3D-minute headways during the weekday
peak period, tapering off to hourly headways in the off-peak and on weekends. The northern
terminus would be LAUS and the southern terminus would be in Torrance.

• FRA Compliant DMUs 15'; operating bi-directionally with IS-minute headways during the weekday
peak period, tapering off to hourly headways in the off-peak and on weekends. The northern
terminus would be LAUS and the southern terminus would be in Torrance.

• Non FRA Compliant DMUs 30'; operating bi-directionally with 3{}.minute headways all day (from
early in the morning to latter evening) on weekdays, tapering off to hourly headways on weekends.
The northern terminus would be the Metro Blue Line crossing and the southern terminus would be
in Torrance.

• Non PRA Compliant DMUs 15'; operating bi-directionally with IS-minute headways during the
weekday peak period, tapering off to 3{}.minute headways during the off-peak and hourly headways
on weekends. The northern terminus would be the Metro Blue Line crossing and the southern
terminus would be Torrance.

• Light Rail Transit (LRT) 15'; operating bi-directionally with IS-minute headways all day on
weekdays, tapering off to 3{}.minute beadways on weekends. The northern terminus would be the
Downtown Los Angeles 7'h Street/Metro Center station and the southern terminus would be in
Torrance.

• Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 15'; operating bi-directionally with IS-minutes headways all day on
weekdays, tapering off to 3{}.minute headways on weekends. Little over half of the. route would be
on the Harbor Subdivision. The rest of the route would use city streets. The northern terminus
would be the Metro Blue Line crossing and the southern terminus would be Torrance.

The summary performance numbers for each service alternative appear in Table 5-1, a comparison matrix.
A narrative description of the findings appears below. Environmental issues relative to the alternatives were
derived from the assessment of surface environmental constraints in Chapter 2. The major assumptions for
building, equipping, and operating each alternative are discussed in Appendix A. Rough order-of
magnitude cost estimate detail for building and operating the alternatives appears in Appendix B.

COMPARISON

Route Miles
Of the scenarios, those with the longest routes (26.7 miles) are the FRA Compliant DMUs. These have
their northern terminus at Los Angeles Union Station (LAUS). The DMUs can share track with freight and
conventional passenger services like Metrolink commuter trains and Amtrak intercity services.
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Table 5-1: Harbor Subdivision Transit Service Alternatives Matrix
FM Compliant DMU PM Complaint DMU Non PM CompL Non PM CompL LRTW' BRT 15"

30" IS" DMU 10" DMU IS"
Total Route Miles 26.7 26.7 20.0 20.0 25.2 20.0 1

Miles on Harbor Sub. 23.0 23.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 11.3
Total Capital Cost (2006$) $306.2 million $376.9 million $326.9 million $353.8 million $667.8 million $260.9 million

$1.4 biIIion1

Operator Metrolink Metrolink Metro Metro Metro Metro
~nnual Opcrating Cost $14.5 million 518.5 million $12.4 million $15.2 million $14.5 million $10.9 million
2006$)

Av . Weekda Boardinl:s 4,000 5,000 10,000 12,000 40,000 15,000
Headwa sPeak 30 minutes 15 minutes 30 minutes 15 minutes 15 minutes 15 minutes
Headwavs Off-peak I hour I hour 30 minutes 30 minutes 15 minutes 15 minuus
Headways Weekends I hour 1 hour I hour 1 hour 30 minutes 30 minutes
Travel Time Approx.57" Approx.58" ApprOJ:.42" ApprOJ:.42" ApproJ:.57" A rOJ:.4045"'
Major Surface Safety impact in Safety impact in Noise from Noise from Noise from Noise from nighttime
Environmental Connrainu Torrance Torrance nighttime freight rail nighttime freight rail nighttime freight rail freight rail operation

operation on operation on operation on on northern porrion
northern portion; northern portion; northern portion;
visuaVsafety impact visuaVsafety impact visuaVsafety impact
in Torrance in Torrance in Torrance

Pros Lowcr capital cost; Moderate capital Lower capital cost; Moderate capit.al Highest ridmhip Lowest capital and
- Total Capital Cost moderate operating cost; fewer moderate operating cost; higher ridcrship operating COSts;

- Operating Cost costs; fewer environ- environmental cost; higher ridership higher ridership;
- Ridership mental impacts impacts fewer environmental
- Environmental Impacts impacts
Co", Lower ridership Lower ridership; More environmental Higher operating Highest total capital Variability in travel
- Total Capital Cost highest operating impacts cost; more cost; higher operating time due to the use
- Operating Cost cost environmental cost; more environ- of city streets for
- Ridership impacts mental impacts almost half of the
- Environmcntal IronaCIS route

I Overall route mileage depends on the assumption ofa loop at Hawthorne and Sepulveda; Ihe Metro Orange Line has such a loop.
1 The range of costs shows Ihe difference between the consultant's cost estimate and tyPical Metro costs.
l Ridership was nOlmodc1ed; figures based upon services with similar operating characteristics and density/demographics.
4 Variance depends on traffic conditions on Avialion Blvd. and Hawthorne Blvd.
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The DMUs would access Metrolink-controlled track south of LAUS via a flyover of the Alameda Corridor
and BNSF Transcon mainline tracks and Washington Boulevard. For costing purposes, the southern
terminus is Sepulveda Boulevard in Torrance.

LRT is the next longest (25.2 miles). This option has a nonhern terminus at the 7th Street/Metro Center
station in Downtown Los Angeles. It runs on the Subdivision from the Metro Blue Line crossing at Long
Beach Avenue to a southern terminus at Sepulveda Boulevard.

Non FRA Compliant DMUs only run on the Subdivision (20.0 miles), from the Metro Blue Line crossing
to Sepulveda Boulevard.

Like the Non FRA Compliant DMUs, BRT (20.0 miles) has a northern terminus at the Metro Blue Line
crossing. However, it has lower miles on the Harbor Subdivision, as it utilizes Aviation Boulevard between
Manchester Boulevard and Rosecrans Avenue and Hawthorne Boulevard south of the South Bay Galleria to
Sepulveda Boulevard.

Total Capital Costs
The rough order-of-magnitude capital costs include costs to be incurred in building and equipping the
service, from right-of-way acquisition to vehicles to stations to support facilities for the vehicles. These
costs are detailed in Appendix B and are summarized in Table 5-1 in 2006 dollars. The appendix also
shows capital costs for the physical improvements (not including rolling stock) of the modes by segment.
The three segments are:

• LAUS to the Metro Blue Line crossing

• The Metro Blue Line crossing to the Metro Green Line crossing

• The Metro Green Line crossing to Torrance

This breakout of capital costs allows the understanding of what costs would be if the options were built
partially in phases. For example, if the FRA Compliant DMU 30" service were to operate just between
LAUS and Century Boulevard/LAX as an initial phase, then $71.8 million in construction costs could be
postponed.

The capital costs include costs for contingencies, engineering design and environmental assessments, plus
support costs including engineering design. They do not include "soft costs" such as public outreach and
other agency costs that are typical for this sort of project. As shown in Table 5-1, the most expensive
option to build is LRT, and the least expensive is BRT. Specific assumptions for each alternative are cited
in Appendix A. These include, among other things, a flyover of the Alameda Corridor/BNSF
TransconjWashington Boulevard for the FRA Compliant DMU alternatives, allowing access to LAUS; and
a trench along the eastern end of LAX runways and parallel to Aviation Boulevard for LRT, a likely
requirement of the Federal Aviation Administration for safety assurance (per Chapter 2). Should Metro
decide to pursue further analysis of transit alternatives for the Harbor Subdivision, more detailed cost
analyses would need to be performed.

Operator
As Metrolink operates commuter trains on track shared with freight railroads, Metrolink is the logical
operator for the FRA Compliant DMU services. For these scenarios, BNSF freight operations on any part
of the Harbor Subdivision would not to be restricted by temporal separation of passenger and freight
trams.
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All other service scenarios - Non FRA Complaint DMUs, LRT and BRT - assume temporal separation of
freight train and transit operations between the Metro Blue Line crossing and the Metro Gr~n Line
crossing. Freight trains could only operate during a late night/early morning window in this segment.
South of the Metro Gre<:n Line crossing, the options assume spatial separation from freight trains: the
transit options would have their own facilities. As a result, Metrolink's expertise in operating passenger
trains on track shared with freight trains is not required. Thus, Metro is the candidate for operator.

Annual Operating Costs
Operating costs are the COSts for running and majntaining the service. They include the costs for operators,
power (fuel or electricity), maintenance of way, maintenance of equipment, maintenance of stations,
insurance, and general and administrative expenses.

FRA Compliant DMUs would have the highest operating costs considering the number of trains run. The
basis of the estimate was Metrolink's per train mile cost for operations on its own trackage. Metrolink
typical1y runs longer and heavier train sets longer than the three-car DMU assumed here. However, reliable
operating cost data for DMUs do not exist at this point, as so few of these vehicles are in revenue service.
Still, there should be some savings, specifically in fuel, operator expense, and equipment maintenance.
Accordingly, for illustrative purposes, the operating cost shown is 90 percent of Metrolink's cost per train
mile for operations on its own lines. Even with this reduction, the FRA Compliant DMUs' operating cost
per service mile is much more than that of any other alternative, and this fact keeps the alternatives'
operating costs high relative to the other alternatives.

Non FRA Compliant DMU operating costs per train mile were derived from input provided by North
County Transit District (Nero), which will begin operations of a Non FRA Compliant DMU two-car
train set (the Sprinter) on its Oceanside-Escondido Line in 2008, if not late 2007.

LRT and BRT costs per vehicle mile were based on Metro's adopted 2007 budget. The figure used for the
LRT alternative was an average of Metro Blue Line and Metro Green Line revenue service mile costs. The
figure used for BRT was an average Metro Orange Line and local/Metro Rapid costs, weighted per the
miles of fixed guideway and city streets assumed for the route.

Buses typically require less intensive support than do trains, and an~ thus less expensive than trains to
operate and maintain. This analysis predicts that BRT would be the least expensive mode to operate.

Average Weekday Boardings
These preliminary ridership estimates were sensitive to the length of headways and the convenience of
access to Downtown Los Angeles. That is, the shorter the headways and the more direct the access to
downtown, the higher the ridership estimate.

The highest ridership forecasted is for LRT, which would have a direct access into Downtown Los Angeles
and comparatively short headways aU-day compared to most other alternatives. LRT on the Harbor
Subdivision would run through the same sort of land uses as do the Metro Blue Line and Gre<:n Line
today. These are mostly low density residential land uses. Like the Metro Blue Line, it would access
downtown Los Angeles. Like the Metro Gr~n Line, it would have more miles between stations, and thus
provide less access for potential riders. This analysis predicts that LRT running on the Harhor Subdivision
and Metro Blue Line trackage to/from 7111 Str~tfMetro Center could generate average weekday hoardings
closer to the average weekday hoardings of the Metro Green Line (37,487 for June 2006).
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A model for BRT on the Harbor Subdivision is the Metro Orange Line. This is because the Harbor
Subdivision BRT alternative would connect with a high frequency, high capacity rail transit mode reaching
downtown Los Angeles, just like the Metro Orange Line does today (the Metro Orange Line connects with
the Metro Red Line at North Hollywood). However, there is about a mile on average between stations on
the Metro Orange Line, whereas there would be two miles on average between stations on the Harbor
Subdivision BRT. With more miles betw«n stations, the Harbor Subdivision BRT service shouJd have
fewer average w~kday boardings than the Metro Orange Line. This analysis assumes that BRT on the
Harbor Subdivision would generate 75 percent of the Metro Orange Line's average weekday boardings
(20,844 for June 2006). BRT would offer the same level of service during the peak period along mostly the
same route as the Non FRA Compliant DMU IS" scenario, but would have higher service levels in the off
peak periods and on weekends. Accordingly, its ridership would be higher.

The FRA Compliant DMU options generate the least average w~kday boardings - a result of longer
headways relative to the other alternatives. FRA Compliant DMUs operating at 3O-minute headways
during the peak hour would have the fewest boardings. This level of service is similar to what Metrolink's
Ventura County Line offers today in the peak direction (inbound to tAUS). That noted, service on the
Harbor Subdivision would have less mileage than the Ventura County Line, but it would run peak servi~

levels in both directions. On balance, it seems reasonable that the Harbor Subdivision would have average
weekday boardings similar to Metrolink's Ventura County Line boardings. Like that line, the DMUs would
run through light density residential and industrial land uses before reaching LAUS.

Headways
The modes are listed in the Table S-1 comparison matrix from left to right in order of ascending levels of
service. The lowest service level is FM Compliant DMU 3D". The highest are LRT IS" and BRT IS". The
purpose here was to represent a range of service levels along with technology.

Travel Time
Travel times are assumed to be the time to travel between the northern and southern termini of the services,
whether or not the termini are actually on the Harbor Subdivision. The FRA Compliant DMU alternatives
have a northern terminus off of the Subdivision, i.e. Los Angeles Union Station. So does LRT, i.e. the 7th

Str~t/Metro Center station. The Non FRA Compliant DMU and BRT alternatives have the Blue Line
crossing at Long Beach and Slauson Avenues as a northern terminus. All options have Sepulveda
Boulevard in Torrance as a southern terminus, although BRT's southern terminus is off the Subdivision at
Hawthorne Boulevard. All told, the FRA Compliant DMU and LRT alternatives have longer travel
distances than the Non FRA Compliant DMU and BRT alternatives, and thus have longer travel times.

Major Surface Environmental Constraints
As discussed in Chapter 2, Non FRA Compliant DMUs, LRT and BRT options would push BNSF freight
operations to a late night/early morning window between the Metro Blue Line crossing and the Metro
Green Line crossing. The result would be increased nighttime noise for residents living near the northern
portion of the Harbor Subdivision. DMU and LRT modes would also likely have negative visual and
safety impacts on residents living close to the Subdivision in Torrance, as noted in Chapter 2.

Alternative Service Pros and Cons
The pros and cons evident from each service scenario appear at the bottom of Table 5-1. In general, there
is a correlation between ridership and total capital costs: the alternative with the highest ridership (LRl)
comes with the highest total capital cost; those with lower total capital costs (the DMU alternatives) come
with lower ridership. The one exception is BRT, which outperforms the DMU scenarios on ridership,
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CHAPTER 5 • TRANSIT SERVICE ALTERNATIVE COMPARISON

while offering the lowest total capital cost. The comparatively low capital cost is due in large part to the
assumption of using city streets for almost half of the route. BRT also has a small fraction of the DMU
operating costs. All alternatives would generate environmental impacts. FRA Compliant DMUs and BRT,
however, would generate fewer of them.
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES

This analysis investigated the majority of the Harbor Subdivision for transit use. That is, between Los
Angeles and Torrance, where there are extensive residential and commercial land uses that could be selVed
by transit. South of Torrance, residential land use densities decrease and industrial land uses increase.
Therefore, it would probably not be cost effective to operate south of Torrance.

Range of Alternatives
Chapter 5 looked at six transit service alternatives: fouf DMU alternatives, one LRT alternative, and one
BRT alternative. The purpose of analyzing such a range was to bracket the range of benefits and cost of
potential transit implementation. Peak-period-oriented FRA Compliant DMUs with limited off-peak
service may be the least expensive to build, but it is likely to attract the least ridership. On the other hand,
LRT would likely generate the highest ridership, but would be the most expensive to build. Most
alternatives may trigger community concern over noise impacts. The alternatives which would restrict
BNSF to a late night/early morning operating window between the Metro Blue Line crossing at Long Beach
Avenue and the Metro Green Line crossing at Imperial Highway may trigger concern by BNSF.

Engineering Challenges and Solutions
Implementation of all six transit alternatives appears feasible. There are no obvious environmental,
operational, or engineering fatal flaws which would preclude construction. Their use of the existing rail
rights of way for transportation purposes would be exempt from environmental review. Proposed station
locations appear to be consistent with existing land uses; to the extent that stations would be outside the
right-of-way, they would require environmental clearance. Transit and freight rail services can share the
right-of-way, although doing so for some transit alternatives would require the construction of a separate
facility. Also, sufficient right-of-way width exists to permit conmuction of all requisite facilities along the
proposed routes. Only the Non FRA Compliant DMU alternatives assumed a new maintenance facility; an
appropriate site for such a facility appears to exist west of Alcoa Yard.

There are three primary engineering challenges, however, facing the implementation of the transit
alternatives. The flfSt pertains to the FRA Compliant DMU alternatives. The challenge is gaining access to
Los Angeles Union Station. There is no link today between the Subdivision and LAUS (a link existed in
the past, but it was eliminated with the construction of the Alameda Corridor). This will require a double
track 2,400·foot flyover of the Alameda Corridor, the BNSF Transcon east-west mainline, and Washington
Boulevard, reaching Metro-owned trackage leading to LAUS. A similar flyover exists today between the
Metro-owned trackage north of the Alameda Corridor and the BNSF Transcon. This bridge is used by
Metrolink, Amtrak long distance, and the Pacific Surfliner trains.

The second challenge is presented by narrow sections of Subdivision right-of-way between the Metro Blue
Line crossing and the Metro Green Line crossing. In order for Non FRA Compliant, LRT and BRT
alternatives to run on the right-of-way without triggering the need for substantial and disruptive property
acquisitions, BNSF freight operations must be shifted to a late night/early morning window, when the
transit alternatives would not be operating. This assumption appears realistic, as BNSF operations in this
segment is thrice weekly or even less. However, further discussions would need to take place with BNSF.
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CHAPTER 6 - SUMfvl.ARY AND NEXT STEPS

Th(! third challeng(! is pr(!sent(!d by likely Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) insistence on a trench for
LRT op(!rations east of th(! LAX runways. This section of the Subdivision is south of Century Boulevard
and parallel to Aviation Boul(!vard. The FAA's conc(!rn is with pot(!ntial electromagnetic interfer(!nce with
airplane navigational syst(!ms triggered by the LRT overh(!ad contact (catenary) syst(!m. Accordingly, capital
costing includ(!d a trench for LRT, with the BNSF freight train offs(!t to one sid(!, between the south end of
Century Boulevard viaduct and 111m Str~t.

Land Use Compatibility
While ther(! is nothing inconsist(!nt about rail and/or BRT transit improvem(!n1s on the Harbor
Subdivision and adjac(!nt land usa, there are at least two areas of potential significant concern. One is
betw~n the Metro Blue Lin(! crossing and the Metro Gr~n Line crossing, where BNSF freight service
would be push(!d to a late night/early morning window for various transit alternativa. Wh(!rever on this
segment ther(! is freight traffic today, the shift in freight train operating patt(!rns would generate increased
noise I(!vels at night for residents nearby.

The other area is in Torrance. Between Crenshaw Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard, where homa are
located very close to the Harbor Subdivision, new rail transit services likely will mean more noise for
residents there. Also, during the course of this analysis, people were s~n walking the right-of-way. As
noted, a pedestrian crossing of the Subdivision exists in this area. Thus, new passenger trains may trigger
concern for safety there.

The extent of community concerns in these areas, as well as oth(!rs, could be heard during the public
outreach process preliminary to further any implementation of new transit service.

BNSF Concerns and Solutions
In August, the analysis team discussed with BNSF the various transit alternatives in order to understand
any railroad concerns. BNSF's major concern was with the requirement for the temporal separation of
BNSF freight trains and the Non FRA Compliant, LRT, and BRT alternatives between th(! M(!tro Blue Line
crossing and the Metro Green Line crossing.

BNSF service in this segment of the Harbor Subdivision is less frequent than elsewhere, and it is
conceivable that BNSF freight trains could be relegated to a late night/early morning operating window. A
precedent is the operating agreement that North County Transit District (NCTD) has with BNSF regarding
the Escondido Branch line, which NCTD owns. As with the Harbor Subdivision, BNSF retains the right to
operate freight trains on that line. However, with the advent of pending Sprint(!r Non FRA Compliant
DMU service, BNSF will do so only when the Sprinter is not running, i.e. during a late night/early
morning window. Nevertheless, it is true that restricting BNSF freight trains to a late night/early morning
window would impose on BNSF an operating constraint it does not hav(! today. Should M(!tro desire to
restrict BNSF op(!rations in this track. segment to such a window, it would likely need to address BNSF's
concern through further discussion and/or negotiation.

BNSF voiced a lesser concern of transit options potentially displacing "bare table" (unloaded) intermodal
cars that an~ stored regularly on the Subdivision main track betw~n 111mStreet (east of LAX runways) and
EI Segundo Boulevard. The solution assuming th(! DMU alternativ(!s would be to rebuild an unused siding
in this area, west of the existing line, where the cars couJd be stored. The LRT ah(!rnative assumed that the
freight track would be shifted to the west, thereby providing the storage capacity that BNSF enjoys today.
Alternatively, car storage could occur elsewhere on BNSF owned lines.
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CHAPTER 6 - SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS

Regulatory Issues
Any transit operations on the Harbor Subdivision would ~ subject to three levels of regulatory authority 
federal, state, and local. These regulatory issues pertain to operational and at-grade crossing safety, law
enforcement, engineering, and planning. The specific roles of these authorities are cited in Appendix C.

NEXT STEPS

Deployment of any of the six transit service alternatives profiled in Chapter 5 appears feasible ~tween Los
Angeles and Torrance on the Harbor Subdivision. However. given the narrow right-of-way width
restrictions in various segments, deployment of only one alternative is practical. assuming continuing
freight rail use of the corridor. No one alternative stands out as clearly superior through the length of
corridor. Each has advantages and disadvantages relative to the others. To further refine which alternative
makes the most sense for the corridor, further analysis is recommended.

Elements of further analysis should include a traditional travel demand forecast for each alternative. The
forecasts appearing in this analysis were based on what Metro and the SCRRA's Metrolink commuter rail
service are generating on services running with comparable headways though comparable land uses.

Another element may include phasing of a transit alternative. For example, it might make sense to
implement an alternative in just one segment of the route, where the ridership potential is high and
implementation costs are low. If the service proves itself by steadily gaining substantial numbers of riders,
the service could be expanded as funding becomes available. Such phasing would maximize the benefits
while minimizing the costs.

Other elements to be included in additional analysis would be:

• A formal environmental assessment, inclusive of community and city concerns relative to potential
noise, visual and safety impacts that may be triggered by the transit alternatives.

• Additional discussions with the BNSF for implementation of alternatives which may require
temporal separation of freight and transit modes on a shared Harbor Subdivision right-of-way.

• More detailed assessments of station locations, including development of conceptual station plans
with parking and/or connecting transit access. Included would be an assessment of capacity at the
Downtown 71h Street/Metro Center station, which would service at a northern terminus for the LRT
alternative, as well as at tAUS, the northern terminus for the FRA Compliant alternatives.

• Detailed assessments of maintenance facility options. Specifically assessed would be Meuolink's
ability to maintain FRA Compliant DMUs at Taylor Yard; Metro's ability to accommodate
additional rolling stock at its Carson LRT maintenance facility; and potential construction of a Non
FRA Compliant maintenance facility west of Alcoa Yard.

• More detailed capital cost estimates.
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Appendix A
TRANSIT SERVICE ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS

INTRODUCfION

This ap~ndix d~scribes the assumptions underlying the cost and ridership calculations for six Harbor
Subdivision transit alternatives that are compared in Chapter 5.

ASSUMPTIONS

Ap~aring below arc me assumptions for the two FRA Compliant Diesel Multiple Unit (DMU)
alternatives; the two Non FRA Compliant DMU alternatives; the Light Rail Transit (LRT) alternative; and
the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) alternative.

FRA Compliant DMUs
FRA Compliant DMUs are self propelled rail cars that comply with crashworthiness standards of the
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) for operation on track shared with freight trains and conventional
passenger trains. There are two alternatives for this equipment type. One assumes half hourly peak period
headways in both directions; the other assumes IS-minute peak period headways in both directions. Both
have hourly off-peak headways on weekdays. Weekend headways are also hourly.

Track Configuration

The route mileage of the two alternatives is 26.7 miles. This mileage runs from Los Angeles Union Station
(LAUS) to Sepulveda Boulevard in Torrance. The route includes a portion of the Metrolink trackage south
of LAUS to a point adjacent to the Amtrak service facility, just north of the Alameda Corridor and the
BNSF Transcon mainline. A flyover of the Alameda Corridor and the BNSF mainline is assumed, reaching
the Harbor Subdivision just north of 25th Street. The alternatives assume use of the Harbor Subdivision
from that point to Sepulveda Boulevard - a distance of23 miles.

FRA Compliant OM Us can share track with freight trains. Because freight operations exist on various
portions of the Harbor Subdivision, these alternatives assume passing siding improvements to allow for
reliable freight and passenger train operations. For the 3Q-minute peak period service level alternative, the
cost calculation for Chapter 5 assumed one new siding between Slauson Avenue and Crenshaw Boulevard,
an extension of the Lairport Siding to the north, and conversion of Alcoa Yard trackage [0 a siding. For
the IS-minute peak period service level, additional sidings were assumed between Central Avenue and
Broadway and between La Brea Avenue and La Cienega Boulevard.

Capital cOSts in Chapter 5 assumed upgrading of all uack less the 115 per linear yard, the minimum for
passenger operations. In those areas where existing track is retained, Chapter 5 assumed that 60 percent of
ties would be replaced.

Stations
Stations assumed for this alternative would be at LAUS, the Metro Blue Line crossing (Long Beach Avenue),
Normandie Avenue, Crenshaw Boulevard, La Brea Avenue, Century Boulevard, the Green Line crossing
(Imperial Highway), Marine Avenue. The Galleria, and Sepulveda Boulevard (the capacity of LAUS to
accommodate a Hubor Subdivision OMU service was not specifically analyzed). The OMUs would use
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APPENDIX A - TRANSIT SERVICE ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS

existing platforms at LAUS. There would be eight side-running stations along the route, and one center
running station at the Sepulveda terminus.

Alcoa Yard
Alcoa Yard, south of 190th Street in Torrance, is the major freight rail activity center on the Harbor
Subdivision. Four BNSF freight trains a day run through the yard. Trains are assembled and disassembled
in the yard. Also, there are shippers adjacent to the yard; BNSF delivers and picks up carloads at the
shippers from the yard. The yard has activity throughout the day.

To ensure reliable freight and passenger operations through Alcoa Yard, Chapter 5 assumed that the
passenger operation would have prioritized use of one through track at the yard (use of a through track at
the yard would have to be negotiated with BNSF). Also, yard trackage would be converted to a passenger
rail siding. To replace the yard capacity for freight operations, Chapter 5 included the construction of a
freight siding. This siding would be located on the existing din access road running on the east side of the
yard. Accordingly, Chapter 5 assumed land acquisition and construction on the east side to replace the
access road. Sufficient vacant industrial land for an access road exists at the site.

Grade Crossing Protection
Given the age of existing systems, the capital costs in Chapter 5 assumed replacement of all grade crossing
panels and warning devices along the DMU route.

Equipment
Chapter 5 assumed use of Colorado Railcar single level, three-car DMUs. An operations simulation of the
alternative indicated the number of train sets required to support the service levels of both alternatives.
Prices for the FRA Compliant DMUs were obtained from the manufacturer, Colorado Railcar.

• For the FRA Compliant DMUs 30" alternative, there were 5 three-car trainsets and 1 spare trainset,
totaling $58.8 million in 2006 dollars .

• For the FRA Compliant DMUs IS" alternative, there were 10 three-car trainsets and 2 spares, totaling
$117.6 million.

Maintenance
These alternatives assumed operations and maintenance of equipment performed by Metrolink. More
specifically, Metrolink's operations contractor would provide the crews, and Metrolink's maintenance
contractor would maintenance the vehicles at Metrolink's Taylor Yard facility. The feasibility and capacity
of Taylor Yard to accommodate a Harbor Subdivision DMU maintenance operation was not specifically
analyzed.

Operating Cost
The DMU operating cost estimate was a function of two inputs: train miles and a cost per train mile based
on Metrolink's current operating cost per train mile on its own trackage, i.e. $41.31. Since DMU would
consume less fuel than a typical Metrolink train set and would run with smaller crew (a single driver), 90
percent of the Metrolink per train mile cost was assumed for the DMU operating cost calculation.

Weekday Boardings
Chapter 5 did not include any traditional ridership forecasting per Metro's direction. Rather, Chapter 5
employed a comparative analysis methodology to estimate a ridership level which transit services on the
Harbor Subdivision could reasonably be expected to achieve.

The DMU ridership estimate was based on the ridership of a Metrolink service running through similar
land uses with a similar level of service, i.e. the Ventura County Line. That service is longer than the
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APPENDIX A - TRANSIT SERVICE ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS

assumed OMU service on the Harbor Subdivision. However, the OMU service would be bi-directional, and
thus would serve a reverse commute market which the Ventura County Line does not. Like the Ventura
County Line, the OMU service would reach LAUS, and would serve an airport, i.e. Los Angeles
International Airport (LAX). Therefore, on balance, a ridership level similar to the Ventura County Line
appears reasonable.

Non FRA Compliant DMUs
These are OM Us which do not comply with crashworthiness standards specified by the FRA for operation
on track shared with freight trains and conventional passenger trains. Such equipment can only operate on
tracks shared with freight and conventional passenger rail services on a time-separated basis. That is, the
OM Us and freight and conventional passenger trains must operate at different times.

There are two alternatives for this equipment type. One assumes half hourly peak period headways in both
directions, and the other assumes 15 minute peak period headways in both directions. Both assume half
hourly off-peak headways and hourly weekend headways.

Track Configuration
These alternatives assume operation between the Metro Blue Line crossing at Long Beach Avenue and
Sepulveda Boulevard in Torrance - a distances of20 miles.

As these OMUs cannot share track with freight trains except on a time-separated basis, these alternatives
assume that freight rail services on any portion of the Harbor Subdivision between the Metro Blue Line
crossing at Long Beach Avenue and the Metro Green Line crossing at Imperial Highway would occur in a
late night/early morning window, when the OMUs are not operating. South of the Metro Green Line
crossing to Sepulveda Boulevard, the DMUs would operate on its own tracks, i.e. a facility totally separated
from the freight rail operations which are too frequent to be pushed into a late night/early morning
window.

As in the FRA Compliant DMU alternatives, various sidings improvements were assumed to ensure the
capacity required for reliable operations.

Between the Metro Blue Line crossing and the Metro Green Line crossing, where the OMUs would make
use of the existing track alignment, Chapter 5 assumed upgrading of all track less than 115 Ibs. per linear
yard, the minimum for passenger operations. In those areas where existing track is retained, Chapter 5
assumed that 60 percent of ties would be replaced.

Stations
Stations assumed for this alternative would be at the Metro Blue Line crossing (Long Beach Avenue,
Normandie Avenue, Crenshaw Boulevard, La Brea Avenue, Century Boulevard, the Metro Green Line
crossing (Imperial Highway), Marine Avenue, The Galleria, and Sepulveda Boulevard. There would be two
center-running stations at the termini, and seven side-running stations at the intermediate stations.

Alcoa Yard
Chapter 5 assumed a separate facility for the OMUs through Alcoa Yard. Two flyovers of BNSF industry
spurs were assumed in the yard area.

Grade Crossings
Chapter 5 assumed replacement of all grade crossing panels and warning devices along the OMU route.
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Equipment
Chapter 5 assumed use of the two<ar, articulated Non FRA Compliant vehicles which are being deployed
on the North County Transit District (NCID) Sprinter service to operate between Escondido and
Oceanside in 2008, if not sooner. Prices for the equipment, manufactured by Siemens AG of Germany,
were obtained from NCID.

• For the Non FRA Compliant DMUs 30" alternative, there were 4 single-vehicle trainsets plus 1 spare,
totaling $21 million.

• For the Non FRA Compliant DMUs IS" alternative, there were 7 single-vehicle trainsets plus I spare,
totaling $33.6 million.

Maintenance
These alternatives assumed the construction of a maintenance facility adjacent to Alcoa Yard, which is near
the south end of the route (a specific site for the maintenance facility was not assessed). The cost estimate
for the facility was based on that estimated for the NcrD Sprinter service.

Operating Cost
The operating cost estimate was also based on what NCID calculated the Sprinter will cost to run and
maintain. inclusive of agency COSts. The figure was $30 per train mile.

Weekday Hoardings
The ridership forecast was pivoted off of what was estimated for the Bus Rapid Transit alternative.
Ridership was reduced somewhat. to reflect lower service levels during the off-peak periods.

Light Rail Transit
This alternative assumed that LRT operations on the Harbor Subdivision would be integrated with the
existing Metro Blue Line service. Trains would run at IS-minute headways from early in the morning until
late at night on weekdays. Weekend headways would be half hourly.

Track Configuration

The connection between the Metro Blue Line and the Harbor Subdivision would be along Long Beach
Avenue. The connection would run from the at-grade Metro Blue Line alignment north of the Slauson
Avenue station, along Long Beach Avenue and onto the Harbor Subdivision. The northern terminus of the
service would be the 7th Street/Metro Center station (capacity of this station to accommodate a Harbor
Subdivision LRT service was not specifically analyzed). The southern terminus would be at Sepulveda
Boulevard. The total route mileage of this service would be 25.2 miles.

The LRT service would run on double track. Between the Metro Blue Line crossing and the Metro Green
Line crossing, where the right-of-way width is not sufficient to provide for LRT double track and a separate
freight rail track, freight rail service would use one of the two tracks; freight service would be restricted to a
late night/early morning window. South of the Metro Green Line crossing, LRT would have its own
facility separate from the freight rail track.

Wherever freight rail track was shifted to provide room for LRT double track, the existing freight track was
assumed to be rebuilt.

Stations
Stations assumed for a Harbor Subdivision LRT service would be at the Metro Blue Line crossing (Long
Beach Avenue). Normandie Avenue, Crenshaw Boulevard, La Brea Avenue, Century Boulevard, the Green
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Line crossing (Imperial Highway), Marine Avenue, The Galleria, and Sepulveda Boulevard. There would be
center-running stations at the termini and Century Boulevard; and side-running stations at all other points.

Alcoa Yard
Chapter 5 assumed a separate facility for the LRT through Alcoa Yard. Two flyovers of BNSF industry
spurs were assumed in the yard area.

Grade Crossings
The capital costs in Chapter 5 assumed replacement of all grade crossing panels and warning devices along
the route.

Equipment
Chapter 5 assumed use of the three car LRT train sets. Costs were based on recent LRT equipment
acquisitions by Metro. The service would require 7 three<ar trainsets plus 1 spare, totaling $662 million.

Maintenance
Chapter 5 assumed that the equipment would be interchangeable with Metro Blue Line equipment and
thus maintained at the Metro Blue Line maintenance facility in Carson (the capacity of the Carson facility
to maintain additional cars was not specifically analyzed).

Operating Cost
Chapter 5 assumed operating costs based on Metro's budgeted costs per revenue service mile for both the
Metro Blue Line and Metro Green Line for 20C)]. The figure used, S13.58, was an average of these costs.

Weekday Boardings
The ridership forecast was based on June 2006 figures for the Metro Green Line and Metro Blue Line LRT
services. Like the Metro Blue Line, LRT on the Harbor Subdivision would have access to Downtown Los
Angeles (7'h Street/Metro Center). Though it would run through the same sort of low density land uses as
the Metro Blue Line, the Harbor Subdivision LRT alternative would have longer weekday peak period
headways (15 minutes versus 5 minutes). Also, average distance between stations would be longer (1.6
miles as opposed to 1 mile). With longer peak period headways and longer distances between stations, it is
reasonable to assume LRT ridership on the Harbor Subdivision would be less than on the Metro Blue Line.

Though it would run through the same sort of low density land uses as the Metro Green Line, the Harbor
Subdivision LRT alternative would have longer weekday peak period headways (I5 minutes versus 7
minutes). The average distance between stations would be only slightly longer than the Metro Green Line
(1.6 miles versus 1.5 miles). However, unlike the Metro Green Line, the Harbor Subdivision LRT
alternative would reach Downtown los Angeles (7<b Street/Metro Center) and come closer to LAX (Century
Boulevard). On balance, it is reasonable to assume that LRT ridership on the Harbor Subdivision would be
more or less that of the Green Line.

Bus Rapid Transit
This alternative assumed that BRT operations would run on city streets as well as on busways constructed
on the Harbor Subdivision. Buses would run at IS-minute headways from early in the morning until late
at night on weekdays. Weekend headways would be half-hourly.

Alignment
The BRT alternative would run from the Metro Blue Line crossing in the north to approximately
Hawthorne Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard in Torrance in the south - a distance of20 miles. Busways
would be constructed on the Harbor Subdivision between Metro Blue Line crossing and Manchester
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Boulevard/Aviation Boulevard and between Rosecrans Avenue and 1821><1 Street. Buses would use Aviation
Boulevard between Manchester Boulevard/Aviation Boulevard and Rosecrans Avenue, and would use
Hawthorne Boulevard between 182nd Street and Sepulveda Boulevard.

Between the Metro Blue Line crossing and Manchester Boulevard/Aviation Boulevard, where the right-Qf
way width is not sufficient to provide for a two-lane busway and a separate freight rail track, a freight track
would be embedded in the busway. Between Rosecrans Avenue and 182ed Street, BRT would have its own
facility separate from the freight rail track.

Wherever freight rail track was shifted to provide room for the BRT busways, the existing freight track
rebuilt.

Stations
Stations assumed for the BRT alternative would be at the Metro Blue Line crossing (Long Beach Avenue),
Normandie Avenue, Crenshaw Boulevard, La Brea Avenue, the Metro Green Line crossing (Imperial
Highway), Marine Avenue, The Galleria, and Sepulveda Boulevard at Hawthorne Boulevard. There would
be center-running stations at the termini, and sidNunning stations at intermediate points. The cost
calculation assumed that BRT would make use of a proposed intermodal center at Aviation Boulevard and
Century Boulevard, which is under consideration by Los Angeles World Airports. It would also make use
of existing and proposed Metro Rapid bus stops on Hawthorne Boulevard.

Grade Crossing Protection
Chapter 5 assumed replacement of all grade crossing panels and warning devices on the portions of the
Harbor Subdivision used by BRT.

Equipment
Chapter 5 assumed the same sort of rolling stock as is deployed on the Metro Orange Line. Prices paid for
Metro Orange Line equipment were obtained from Metro and modified to account for increases. The
service would require 7 buses and I spare, totaling $8 million.

Maintenance
Chapter 5 assumed that the buses would be maintained at existing Metro maintenance facilities.

Operating Cost
Chapter 5 assumed operating COStS based on Metro's 2007 budgeted cost per revenue service mile for both
the Metro Orange Line and local/Metro Rapid service 2007. The figure used, $12.62, was a weighted
average of these costs. Weighting was derived by the percent of miles of fixed guideway (57%) and city
streets (43%) used in the 2Q..mile route.

Weekday Boardings
Like the Metro Orange Line, the BRT alternative using the Harbor Subdivision for part of its route
between the Metro Blue Line crossing and Torrance would run through low density residential and
commercial land uses. Also like the Metro Orange Line, it would also connect with a high frequency, high
capacity rail transit service (the Metro Blue Line) running to Downtown Los Angeles. However, its weekday
peak period headways would be longer than the Metro Orange Line (15 minutes versus 5 minutes). Still, it
would provide direct access to terminals at LAX. On balance, it appears reasonable to assume a ridership
level similar to that achieved by the Metro Orange Line.
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Other Assum ptions
Chapter 5 did not assume utility relocation. There is a fiber optic cable in the corridor, which appears to
be offset to one side of the right-of-way. Accordingly, Chapter 5 did not assume the cable would need to be
relocated.

Chapter 5 assumed 15 percent of the total project cost for engineering design and environmental review,
and 30 percent for contingencies. Construction administration was assumed as another 15 percent. These
percentages are typical for feasibility studies. Other support costs are cited in Table 5-1.
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Appendix B
CAPITAL COST SUMMARY

The following pages contain the rough order-of-magnitude cost estimates for the six transit alternatives
analyzed for deployment on the Harbor Subdivision in Chapter 5. Included are: a summary capital cost
table (track, grade crossing protection, stations, etc.); three tables each showing the estimated costs for the
six transit alternatives; and a description of unit costs. Costs for equipment were estimated apart from
these tables. Costs are in 2006 dollars.
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TABLE B·1: OPINION OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR TRANSIT OPTIONS
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13O'llo of SWlolaIII S 1.926.1 .... S 1.1126.144 S 2,Oon,6" S 2.0on,&l4 S 5,0012,716 S 2.126,6"
SUBTOTAL 111 • 1,346,1524 • a,348.U4 • U7'3.124 S 8,113,124 S 21,852,0211 • 9,224,124

'OW -ROW lor RaI SWiDn S 810.000 S 810.000 S 810,000 S 810.000 S 810.000 S 211.9llO

""'" '" Ad
S ",.n> s ",.n> s 3.002.565 S 3.142.485 S 9,065.760 S 6,791,400

~ Exist. F~:fwd< s Ul68,470 S 1,268,470 S 1115,450 S 1,115.450 S 1,513,616 S 1.~.412

Remote Exist. F.. S S S · S S ,-"""'" $ "'...
SUBTOTAL I S 2,432,245 S 2,432,245 S ~'5 • 017,135 S , ,~ S '.018.212
MollCstion 10'l' of Sl.CIIaIal S ,,,= S ,,,= S

~840
S ""."" S l.m,314 s .".."

,-""*" ...-., s "..., s ""., S $ ".."" S .,3,1901 S "''''''l'lloof~ S ,..= s ".= s .."" S ".." S 137.131 S ...'"
SUBTOTAL' • •m.'" s .. ,g • 111131 S "".. • 15.101 S 10.341,113...-. $ "'-"" S ..,-"" S 1.685,381 S 1.733,234 S 4,110.413 S 3,1001.092
StlBTOTALIlI S 3.104.587 S 3,104.511 S 1,303.31' S 7.510,1!080 • 20.411,1811 S 13.451.065
StnoctI.wes snd Tr_...1I:

~.
S V250,OOO S m"ooo S 12.280.000 S 13.430.000 S 28,481250 S 11.15l1250

,. W.. S S S "'.000 S "'.000 S 14.31ll,000 S 3,1llO.ooo
TracIl:: EITIb«IdIId S S S · S · S "".000 S 8.265.000,-- S 26.96<1,000 S 26.96<1.000 S 38.l!Ill:2ooo S :»,424.000 S 71.568.000 S 12,824.000
_Tes&BaInl S 1,274.400 S 1,274,400 S 1,004.400 S 1004.400 S . S ·

S 4.841,285 S 8,145,000 S .,351.585 S 1,555,680 S 1,315.195 $ '-"'.="..... S "'.000 S "00000 S ".000 S 1.500.000 S ".000 S "".000
SUBTOTAL I S IioD 8:21,685 S 15.433.400 S ,,"'.. • 153,142,080 S 111,840,445 • ""''''~ 10'l' of Sl.CIIaIal S 1.082.969 S 6.5'13.Jo1lO S 5,7lI2,.5W1 S 6.374.208 S 11.684.ews $ 4.506.397
Trallic Conn>I 3'llo of Sl.CIalalI S 1.824.891 S 1.963002 S ",,,,, S 1,1112,282 S 3.505..213 S 1,351,919

1'llo of SobIoIaII S """'" S "'.... $ .,,"" S 637,421 S 1.168.401 S "'.""SUBTOTAL" • &1.345.141 S 14,594,071 • N." '" • 72,&65,171 S , 1-'101 • 51.3 ",

3O'llo of s.-..m S 20.803.752 S 22.378.223 S 19.$10.1SeO S 21.1'99,191 S 39.959.432 S 15,.11.$7t1
SUBTOTALIP S 90.149,593 • ..on", • 85,.....280 • ".4IS.7I! • 173,157.539 • se.714,_
..."....
"""'- S 187,74G S 187740 S 117740 S 187740 S 4.761.870 S 6,4llO95O_..

S S S 4.820.000 S 4.820.000 S 7.810,000 S 6,072.000
SUBTOTAL 1 S 187,740 S 187.140 S 4.107,740 S 4,107,140 • 12,571,870 S ,

'"Mobilization 10'll0 01 s...tnot.J S 16,n4 S 18,n4 S 480,n4 S 480,n4 S 1,257.187 S ".,,,,
Traffil;: ConIn;Il 3'llo of~ I S ..." S ..." S ,~= S ,~= S m,l56 S 375.989
SUBTOTAL II S 212,146 S 212,148 S ... '" • 5432,741 • 14,2OlI,213 • 14112 ..

13O'llo of SlbtOllIl II S ...... S ...... S 1.629,124 S 1.629,824 • 4,261.864 S 4..24/1.1170
$U8TOTAL lit • 275,790 S 275,790 S 7,082,510 S 7,0S2,51O • lM&8,On • 11,410.904

P.vemen ,
""' Wwnln ""...

ft Pavllmenl S · S S · S · • ".000 S .~'"
Transil CorriOOr S I\lIVCommlricllliDn S "'" S 5,950,550 S 5,950,550 S 5,272 050 S 5,272 050 S 5.212.050 S .,.56,300
AI-Grade X· S· fla'IW ""... S 22,000,000 • 22.000.000 S 17000000 S 17,000.000 S 17,000,000 S \3,500.000
GradeX' Panels S 1.320.000 • 1,320,000 S 1,470,000 S 1,.70.000 S 2,400.000 S 795.000
SUBTOTAL I S 2t 270,550 • 29,270,550 S 23 742 050 S 23142 050 • 24,728050 S 25212260
Mob.izalion 10'll0 01 S..tIlOtllll S 2,921,055 • 2927055 S 2374205 S 2374.205 S 2,472,805 S 2.521.226
Traffic Control 3'llo 01 SOOlo1al1 S 878.1\7 • 678.1\7 S 712262 S 712.262 S 74\,842 S 756,368
SUBTOTAL II S 33,075722 • 33075122. S 2112.1517 S 21128517 • 27942697 • 214111 854
C~· enciea 30% or Sublo1llJ II • 9.922.7\6 • 9.922.7\6 S 8,046.555 S 8,048.555 S 8.382.809 S 6,548,956
SUBTOTAL III • 42,9911,438 • 42.,998,438 • 34,ln,071 S 34.In.071 • 36,325,505 • 31,038,810

Orsln. e
Orana e S "'" S 1,617.200 S 2.990.000 S 8,214,000 S 7404,800 S 10.364.400 • 7.828,400
SUBTOTAL I • 1,817,200 • 2,990,000 • 8,2.14000 S 1404 BOO • 10.384.400 • 7.828400
Mobiization 10'll0 of S..tIlOtllll S 161,720 S "'.000 S 121.400 S 74G.460 • 1,03B.44G • 782,840
Tralfic Control 3'llo of SUblO1al1 • 48.516 • "."" S 1116,.20 S 222,144 S 311,532 • "" '"SUBTOTAL II • 1.127,436 • 3,371,100 S 7021,120 S 1367424 • 11134,312 • 8820 0112

30% of SUbtotal It S .......' • 1,013610 S "OS S 2,510.227 • 3,520.312 • 2.51l6,lXZ8
SUBTOTAL 111 • 2.375,861 • 4.392,310 • 11,121,368 • 10,en,eSl • 15,254,684 • 11,201.120

~.~~F' YIiV S · S · S 25.000,000 S 25.000,000 S . S ·
SO!- ' Station S 12.000.000 S 12,000 000 S .. 000 S 10.500.000 $ 18,000.000 S 8,000,000
Cenler- • Stalicrl S 2..soo,ooo S 2.500.000 S '000000 S 5.000,000 S 7.500.000 S 3,800.000

"'""'"" Co "'"
S · S · S S · S 66.536,650 S........ S · S · S S · S 6.(xx).000 S ·

SUBTOTAL I • 14.500.000 • 14,500,000 S 40,500,000 • .. ",,000 • 100.03&.&.50 S 11,100,000
Mobilization 10'l' of~ S 1.450.000 S 1,450,000 S 4.050,000 S 4.050.000 S 10.003.665 S 1,180.000
TraIli:: ConIn;Il 3'llo of SlblotaII S 435.000 S "'.000 S , 15.000 S 1.215.000 S 3.001,100 S ....000
SUBTOTAL. S , 000 • " 000 S 4 715.000 • '" 000 • 113,041,415 S , ',",000

f3O'llo of~ II S 4.915.500 S .,915,500 S 13,129.500 S 13.129.500 S 33,912,424 S 3.932.400
SUBTOTAL PI $ 21,300,500 • 21.300,500 S 59,....500 • $1,494,500 • 1415.153,838 S 11,040,400titC=.A1. COSTS

$ 169.os1.199 • 1n.890.S48 S 212,.51$.,230 • 223,161,359 • """"... S 173,154,225

. . 5'llo S 8.452.5fiO S 8.894,527 S 10,629,261 S 11.15l1,066 S 21.621,113 $ 11.651,711
Fral 10'll0 S 115.905.120 S 17,789,055 S 21258.523 S 22,316,138 S ."...... $ 17,315,423

~00e\mtnI& '" S 13,524.096 S 14.231..244 S 17,001.$16 S "....... S .....'" S ,,....'"
Conslrul;1II;nMni'L 10'll. S 16.905,120 S 11789.055 S 21.258.523 S 22,311,138 S """"" S 17,315,423
Ins<nnc:el.s'llo S '-"'.- S "NO;'" S 3,181l.m S 3,347,420 S 6.486,352 S ."....... ,- S 20.000.000 S 20,000.000 S 20,000.000 S 20,000,000 S 2O.ooo.(XX) $ 20.000.000
SUJTOTAL I S """-'" S 111,372,23' • 13.341.104 S llli,9IO.Mll S 1H.ll1.094 • ".""""(_IO.... __SI0,oDO) S 247,370,000 S 259,260,000 S 305,930,000 S 320,150,000 S 601,610,000 S 252,890,000
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TABLE B-5: UNIT COSTS· Harbor Subdivision

ignnl & arms at each grade KiJ19
COOCfete panels pE!.traekiroadway ~Ing (bolh skles 01 track and middle)

Notes

iJ19le Track, Rai embedded In roadway
iJ19le Tracl<, rai and OiIl1ast

"Asphalt wlS" UTBC

nden:lrain. fabric. catch basins. d~ches. discharge pe'm~s. detention

doublo track

Uo", Doo~rl '!lOll Uilil Unll Cost Sour~o

ROW A~-ulsltlon
Slmloo, ROW " • 45.00 Brokerlroal eslale Info.
Corridor ROW " • 38.00 Brokcrlroalestale ~fo.

ROW Pro araUOIl,,, ROW for RaW Sl;Ilion " • "'.00 UTA Ya,d 900 S. 9400 S. TRA>: Stntlorls,,, ROW ror Ra~ III nrncnt " • 15.00 UTA Y(lId clearl rub ~osts

Remove E~lsl. Fre hI Track TF • 14.00 " estlmale
Remove E~·sl. Fro hI Br" , " • "'.00 ,'"'. a,. Removal esllmate

Stfu~h,rn and Tra~kwork

Rairoad fukl-e " • 250 State DOT 11·215
Relai W., " • '50 State DOT I UTA ard e~ "ok'"
Track: Embedded "' , 500000 a$tra~ ""

,
Track: Ballasted "' • 1400000 VTAYa,dI ast raW '0 CIS ,
New Tios & BaHast "' • '"0000 ". testimnto,. • TF • '"

,,, esllmalO
TurJJOllt 1120· Commuler eA • 100.000 edesllmate

Ea,thwofk
E~~avalion CY 30 DOT RoadW, estimate
Embankmenl CY 55 DOT Ro..~dwa estimate

Pavement SI"nab Wamln Devices
As hall Pavemenl " 20 1·215 Br , DO' •
Transit Corridor S naliCommunication S stern " 50 V·T Commuler Ra~
At-Gl3do X-I S nallWmJll O<M<" eA ".>0 000 V·T Crenshaw MIS ,
Grallo XI Panels eA • "000 9400 Soulh V·T estimale ,
Dral"a"e
Drain S slem "' • 520.000 V·T HS DOT "'. ,
Other: 0 tlon S eeille
FRA Com liant DMU'.
Side·Runnl Station eA • , 500000 900 S. & 9400 S.
Centel·Runol S1alion eA • 2500000 900 S. & 9400 S.

Non·Com lIant OMU'.
Malnl<...~o Fadit Yard eA • 25000000 Pr eet Estlmalo
Skle·Runni Station eA • , 500000 900 S, & 9400 S.
Centel·Runoi Station eA • 2,500000 900 S. & 9400 S.

LIGHT RAIL
Ovllthead Calonn S slom LF • '50 V·T SIlId
SUbstation eA • '50000 " t ESllmalo
Skle·RIJnnl Station eA • , 500000 900 S. & 9400 S.
C(mter·Runnl Stalion eA • 2500000 900 S, & 9400 S.

Bu. Ra Id Transit
Sklo·RuMI Station eA • 600000 900 S. & 9400 S.
Cooler·Run Statloo, EA • 1200.000 900 S. & 9400 S.

H H"l> ,,'R Study \Finnl ;ion C 13te (: \1 PM



Appendix C
REGULATORY AUTHORITIES

FEDERAL

Because all transit options would operate on a right-of-way having tracks connected to the national rail
system, federal oversight of the Harbor Subdivision transit options would rest with the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA).

According to the FRA's Web site, "The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) was created by the
Department of Transportation Act of 1966 (49 U.S,c. 103, Section 3(e)(1)). The purpose of the FRA is to:
promulgate and enforce rail safety regulations; administer railroad assistance programs; conduct research
and development in support of improved railroad safety and national rail transportation policy; provide
for the rehabilitation of Northeast Corridor rail passenger service; and consolidate government support of
rail transportation activities. Today, the FRA is one of ten agencies within the U.S. Department of
Transportation concerned with intermodal transportation. It operates through seven divisions under the
offices of the Administrator and Deputy Administrator.

"The Office of Safety promotes and regulates safety throughout the Nation's railroad industry. It employs
more than 415 Federal safety inspectors, who operate out of eight regional offices nationally. FRA
inspectors specialize in five safety disciplines and numerous grade crossing and trespass-prevention
initiatives: Track, Signal and Train Control, Motive Power and Equipment, Operating Practices,
Hazardous Materials, and Highway-Rail Grade Crossing Safety. The Office trains and certifies State safety
inspectors to enforce Federal rail safety regulations. Central to the success of the rail safety effort is the
ability to understand the nature of rail-related accidents and to analyze trends in railroad safety. To do
this, the Office of Safety collects rail accident/incident data from the railroads and converts this
information into meaningful statistical tables, charts, and reports."

The FRA accident report database maintains records of rail-motor vehicle accidents occurnng at rail
highway at-grade crossings in California, including the Harbor Subdivision.

In California, the FRA coordinates its rail oversight with the California Public Utilities Commission,
which has oversight at public grade crossings.

STATE

In California, safety issues on railroads and at crossings are within the purview of the California Public
Utilities Commission (PUC). Specific PUC rail safety roles are sited in the Public Utilities Code Sections
1201-1205. Particular relevant sections are underlined below;

• 1201. No public road, highway, or street shall be constructed cross the track of any railroad
corporation at grade. nor shall the track of any railroad corporation be constructed across a public
road, highway, or street at grade, or shall the track of any railroad corporation be constructed across
the track of any other railroad or street railroad corporation at grade, nor shall the track of a street
railroad corporation be constructed across the track of a railroad corporation at grade, without
having first secured the permission of the commission. This section shall not apply to the
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APPENDIX C - REGULATORY AGENCIES

replacement of lawfully existing tracks. The commission may refuse its permission or grant it upon
such terms and conditions as it prescribes.

• 1202. The commission has the exclusive power: (a) To determine and prescribe the manner,
including the particular point of crossing, and the terms of installation, operation, maintenance. use,
and protection of each crossing of one railroad by another railroad or street railroad, and of a street
railroad by a railroad, and of each crossing of a public or publicly used road or highway by a
railroad or street railroad, and of a street by a railroad or of a railroad by a street. (b) To alter,
relocate, or abolish by physical closing any crossing set forth in subdivision (a), (c) To require,
where in its judgment it would be practicable. a separation of grades at any crossing established and
to prescribe the terms upon which the separation shall be made and the proportions in which the
expense of the construction, alteration, relocation, or abolition of crossings or the separation of
grades shall be divided between the railroad or street railroad corporations affected or between these
corporations and the state, county, city, or other political subdivision affected.

According to the PUC Web site, "The PUC employs federally certified staff inspectors and coordinates with
the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) and is the largest participating state agency in the nation to
ensure that railroads comply with federal railroad safety regulations, The Commission investigates railroad
accidents and responds to safety related inquiries made by community officials, the general public, and
railroad labor organizations. The Commission is an active participant in Operation Lifesaver, a grade
crossing awareness training program,"

The CPUC also has regulatory authority pertaining to rail transit. According to the Web site, "Rail Transit
covers light rail, rapid rail, and cable cars. These are distinguished from railroads in that they do not share
tracks with other trains and are powered by an outside source, such as electricity, which might run through
a third rail or overhead wires, or a cable. The Commission's authority over transit agencies is based in state
law and delegated by the Federal Transit Administration. The six major transit systems regulated by the
Commission are:

• San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit (BARn

• Los Angele£ County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LACMTA)

• San Diego Trolley, Inc. (SOTI)

• San Francisco Municipal Railway (SF Muni)

• Sacramento Regional Transit District (SRn. and;

• Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VIA)"

LOCAL JURISDICTIONS

Beyond railroad operational and crossing safety oversight, which is in the hands of the FRA and PUC, the
jurisdictions along the Harbor Subdivision retain authority for law enforcement and compliance with local
engineering and planning requirements. Authority over signal preemption for BRT would rest with the
cities.
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